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Over the last decade, assessing the service-life of concrete civil structures is a
theme that has gained a lot of interest. Despite concrete being a construction
material that can last several decades to centuries, it has become clear that exter-
nal influences may substantially (and often unexpectedly) shorten the service-life
of concrete structures. More in detail, the factors that affect the service-life of
civil structures have various origins, such as traffic load, varying climate condi-
tions as well as the natural degradation of the material involved, notably the
concrete and the reinforcement bars.
The traditional way to assess the actual condition of infrastructural assets is based
on visual inspection or portable instruments, an approach which suffers from the
following drawbacks:
• It is fairly subjective and difficult to quantify.
• It requires a lot of manpower, material and equipment.
• It may have blind spots, and completeness cannot be guaranteed.
• Its inspection period is long and inefficient.
• It interferes with the normal flow of traffic.
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1. INTRODUCTION
According to a recent survey from the US Federal Highway Commission [1], on av-
erage 56% of the assessments made by visual inspection are inappropriate. Driven
by these drawbacks, the field of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is emerging,
which is an interdisciplinary field, including civil engineering, signal processing,
sensor technology, material sciences, data management and mining. The SHM
process can be approached from a Statistical Pattern Recognition paradigm [2, 3],
which employs an array of sensors to periodically collect the dynamic response of
the monitored structure, and assesses the system’s health, with damage-sensitive
features extracted from these measurements.
In this thesis, we discuss results from a Dutch SHM project, the so-called In-
fraWatch project. The project is one of the key projects of a Dutch STW per-
spective program, called Integral Solutions for Sustainable Construction (IS2C).
The IS2C program is composed of nine research projects, aiming to enforce new
innovations in the state-of-the-art service-life assessment and to set a new stan-
dard for sustainable construction. The InfraWatch project covers the aspects of
sensing, monitoring and degradation mechanisms, and is a joint research project
between Leiden University and Delft University of Technology. The data used for
this project is captured by a monitoring system that is installed at a major high-
way bridge in the Netherlands, called the Hollandse Brug. The computational
data analysis and data mining has been conducted by researchers at Leiden Uni-
versity, while the physical interpretation and matching with structural analysis
models was conducted at Delft University of Technology.
1.2 Objectives and Scope
According to Farrar and Sohn’s approach [2, 3], the SHM process can be broken
down into four parts:
• Part 1: Operational Evaluation: damage definition, life-safety, economic
justification, operational and environmental conditions and limitations are
considered in this step.
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• Part 2: Data Acquisition, Fusion and Cleansing: excitation methods, struc-
tural response and data transmission are considered in this step.
• Part 3: Feature Extraction and Information Condensation: this step fo-
cuses on selecting features that indicate the health of the structure, such as
natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes.
• Part 4: Statistical Model Development for Feature Discrimination: this
step aims to design algorithms to distinguish between features from the
undamaged and damaged structures.
Part 1 and Part 4 are beyond the scope of this thesis. The bridge in our project
was closed for renovation in 2007, and since then a sensor network has been
installed on the bridge. InfraWatch started two years after the renovation and
the sensor network installation, so the operational evaluation step is skipped in
this work. Since the installation of the network, three years of data has been
collected. During this period, it is reasonable to assume that the bridge has not
suffered any major damage, so the damage identification in Part 4 is not covered
in this thesis.
In this thesis, we focus on Part 2 and Part 3 in the above paradigm. We are in-
terested in understanding the specifics of each sensor type and individual sensors,
and the dependencies between sensors of different types. Each dataset collected
with an individual sensor produces a time series, which is sensitive to several
external factors, most notably daily traffic and temperature variations. Some of
these factors are useful, like truck events, which help to excite (bring in motion)
the bridge, while some of them are interference factors, like temperature influ-
ence, which hinder the proper analysis. To select and extract reliable features
from massive datasets, we employ a number of signal processing and data mining
techniques, which are briefly introduced in the following subsections.
1.2.1 Data Acquisition and Signal Processing
In SHM, one can distinguish two general excitation methods [3] for data acquisi-
tion: the forced and the ambient excitation method. With the forced excitation
3
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method, the input forces are controllable and measurable (such as with an im-
pact hammer, a shaker, or a controlled load such as a weighed truck), so it is
easy to obtain a clear and interpretable signal. This method is usually adopted
in laboratory tests or to obtain short-term data from a real structure in the
field. In contrast, with the ambient excitation method, it is hard to measure
the input forces accurately, because these forces are usually varying and occur at
random intervals. However, this method is suitable for long-term monitoring of
structures.
Our InfraWatch project is based on the ambient excitation method for data ac-
quisition. There are three sensor types involved in the sensor network, measuring
strain, vibration and temperature. The strain sensors indirectly measure the
load of the bridge by measuring strain experienced parallel to the bridge, in two
horizontal directions. Strain measurements are sensitive not only to the experi-
enced load of the bridge (which will make the structure bend), but also to a large
extent to temperature effects. The vibration sensors measure vertical shaking
of the bridge, caused by the impact and passing of traffic. Contrary to strain
gauges, they are hardly sensitive to temperature changes. The temperature sen-
sors measure the local temperature of the bridge, at the exact point where they
are attached to the bridge. This temperature may vary a bit, depending on the
location of the bridge.
On the Hollandse Brug, we can generally recognise three different phenomena
at different time scales. This shows up as three different components in the
strain signal: a low-frequency component, a medium-frequency component and
a high-frequency component. The low-frequency component includes effects such
as the daily temperature fluctuations or traffic jams. These effects will show up in
the strain signal as a drifting baseline. Removing the low-frequency component
from the signal is known as baseline correction [4]. A good baseline correction
method helps to study useful patterns hidden in the raw time series. The medium-
frequency component consists of normal traffic events, which are considered useful
patterns in this work. The high-frequency component consists of noise (for ex-
ample caused by the rolling tires of vehicles or measurement noise), which can be
eliminated using smoothing methods.
4
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Although the strain signal seems more informative than the vibration signal when
considering the time domain, it turns out to be less useful in the frequency do-
main. Especially when considering details of the vibrations caused by (heavy)
vehicles, which is captured to varying degrees by both sensors, the vibration signal
is more clear, and not affected by the baseline drift. By combining the strain and
the vibration signals, we succeeded in developing a method to select high-quality
data for feature extraction.
1.2.2 Feature Extraction
The integrated performance of the bridge can be studied through so-called modal
parameters: natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes [5, 6, 7, 8]. In
this thesis, we are interested in the following topics:
• The selection of high-quality datasets.
• Modal analysis methods.
• The influence of temperature on modal parameters.
• The influence of traffic mass on modal parameters.
Based on the understanding of the different behaviour of the strain and vibration
sensors, we select the vibration sensor as our target sensor type for modal analysis.
To get rid of the influence of traffic mass, we select datasets during so-called free-
vibration periods as our target datasets. The free-vibration period is the period
right after a vehicle has passed, and before a next vehicle appears on the bridge.
The reason for choosing this period is that the bridge is put in motion by the
vehicle, but the actual weight does not influence the frequency of vibration after
the vehicles has disappeared, nor do any other vehicles.
A number of methods have been developed for modal analysis, such as struc-
tural calculation methods (Finite Element Method (FEM)), the Peak-Picking
method (PP) [9, 10] and the Stochastic Subspace Identification method (SSI)
[11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. We extract modal parameters by combing these modal
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analysis methods, and pay special interest to the relationship between natural
frequencies and temperature.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is composed of eight chapters. Most of these chapters are based on
published papers by the author. The following provides a brief description of
each chapter.
Chapter 2 presents some basic concepts that play a role in the remainder of the
thesis.
Chapter 3 presents an introduction to the InfraWatch project. In this chapter,
we introduce the bridge and the sensor network in detail. Parts of the content in
this chapter were previously published in the following paper:
Veerman R., Miao S., Koenders E., and Knobbe A. Data-Intensive
Structural Health Monitoring in the InfraWatch Project. In Proceed-
ings of the 6th International Conference on Structural Health Moni-
toring of Intelligent Infrastructure (SHMII6), Hongkong, 2013.
Chapter 4 explores sensor dependencies among multiple sensor types. All the
sensors in the sensor network are sensitive to related aspects of the measured
system, that is to say there are certain dependencies. To gain insight into these
dependencies, and how the placement and location of sensors influences them,
we employ linear regression, convolution, envelope and band pass filters to model
signals in both the time and the frequency domain, and then utilise Subgroup
Discovery [16, 17, 18] to further analyse the obtained models. This work was
published in the following paper:
Miao S., Vespier U., Vanschoren J., Knobbe A., and Cachucho R.
Modeling Sensor Dependencies between Multiple Sensor Types. In
Proceedings of BeneLearn, Nijmegen, 2013.
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Chapter 5 looks into the problem of baseline drift. To separate the influence of
normal traffic events from other environmental factors, we propose a novel base-
line correction method, the Most-Crossing method, which is a piece-wise method,
based on probability theory. The method assumes that patterns of the same scale
follow the same probability distribution, so that patterns of different scales can
be distinguished based on their probability distributions. In strain signals of
the sensor network, the probability distribution of environmental factors, which
contribute to baseline, is different from that of traffic events. Based on this obser-
vation, we propose the Most-Crossing method to extract the baseline from strain
signals. This work was previously published in the following paper:
Miao S., Koenders E., and Knobbe A. Automatic Baseline Correction
of Strain Gauge Signals. In Structural Control and Health Monitoring
22 (1), pp. 36-49, 2015.
Chapter 6 covers the topic of predefined pattern detection. Given a pattern (tem-
plate), we can characterise it as a combination of landmarks and constraints.
Landmarks are remarkable points in the pattern, e.g., local extrema. Constraints
are composed of local constraints and global constraints. The former focus on
properties of individual landmarks, and the latter focus on relationships between
properties of different landmarks within the pattern. If the prior knowledge is
given to us by domain experts, the pattern detection procedure can be addressed
as a predefined pattern detection issue. Predefined pattern detection has its ad-
vantage in processing huge datasets collected from a specific domain. It will be
extremely expensive to detect patterns with traditional pattern detection meth-
ods, which work through all possible pattern lengths. What’s more, most of
the existing pattern detection methods focus on full sequence matching, that
is, sequences with clearly defined beginnings and endings, where all data points
contribute to the match. These methods will become ineffective when deforma-
tions appear in both temporal and amplitude dimensions. This work has been
submitted to the journal of Information Sciences:
Miao S., Vespier U., Meeng M., Cachucho R., and Knobbe A. Prede-




Chapter 7 presents modal analysis of the bridge. Changes in the integrity of the
material and/or structural properties of structures are known to adversely affect
their performance, which can be observed from structures’ dynamic response.
We propose a procedure to select high-quality datasets, and employ two modal
analysis methods to extract modal parameters from them. We also look into
the influence of environmental factors, such as traffic mass and temperature, on
modal parameters. This work was published in the following papers:
Miao S., Veerman R., Koenders E., and Knobbe A. Modal Analysis of
a Concrete Highway Bridge — Structure Calculations and Vibration-
Based Results. In Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on
Structural Health Monitoring of Intelligent Infrastructure (SHMII6),
Hongkong, 2013.
Miao S., Knobbe A., Koenders E., and Bosma C. Analysis of Traffic
Effects on a Dutch Highway Bridge. In Proceedings of the Interna-
tional Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering (IABSE),
Rotterdam, 2013.
Chapter 8 concludes the research involved in this thesis, and presents a number





In this chapter, we will review and explain a number of concepts to help better
understand subsequent chapters. We begin by giving definitions related to the
sensors involved in the sensor network, and then introduce concepts related to
datasets collected with sensors.
In the InfraWatch project, a sensor network consisting of 145 sensors is employed.
These sensors are placed along three cross-sections of a single span of the bridge1.
Each of the sensors is either embedded in the concrete, or attached to the outside
of the deck and girders. To measure the forces in different directions on the bridge,
we utilize sensors of different types: vibration sensors measure vertical motion of
the bridge, and strain gauges measure horizontal strain caused by deflection of
the bridge. To measure the temperature of different parts of the bridge, we also
employ multiple temperature sensors. To formalise this placement, we define each
sensor as follows:
Definition 1 (Sensor) A sensor is a tuple (type, x, y, e, o), where type 2 {St ,Vi ,
Te} indicates the sensor type (strain, vibration, and temperature, respectively),




x and y are its coordinates on the bridge, e 2 {embed, attach} indicates whether
the sensor is embedded or attached to the concrete, and o 2 {X-axis, Y -axis}
indicates the orientation of the sensor.
The sensor network is collecting data at 100 Hz, and each sensor in the network
produces a sequence of data-points, which forms a time series of measurements.
We define a time series as:
Definition 2 (Time Series) A time series T is an ordered sequence of n real
values
T = (t1, t2, . . . , tn), ti 2 R
in which ti 2 R stands for the ith item in the sequence collected by a sensor. In
this thesis, we will often also refer to data produced by a single sensor over time as
a signal. When we speak of a signal, we are typically interested in general aspects
of the data (such as the main frequency), whereas when we speak of a time series,
it typically refers to a specific sequence of data measured over a specific interval
of time.
Instead of the whole time series, in some cases, we are more interested in part
of a time series. For example, given a time series recording traffic events of one
whole day, we may just want to know the traffic situation during rush hour. Here
we define a piece of a given time series as a subsequence, and define it formally
as:
Definition 3 (Subsequence) Given a time series T = (t1, . . . , tn) of length n,
a subsequence S of T is a series of length m  n consisting of contiguous data
points from T
S = (tk, tk+1, . . . , tk+m 1), 1  k  n m+ 1

























Figure 2.1: A signal in the time domain - The pictures illustrate a simulated
signal (A) and its components (B, C, D) in the time domain.
2.2 Fourier Transform
The top picture (A) in Fig. 2.1 shows a signal in the time domain, which is
sampled at 100 Hz (100 data points each second). As mentioned in the previous
chapter, the signal can be generally decomposed into three components: a low
frequency component (B), a high frequency component (C) and random noise
(D). One method that is used to convert a signal from the time domain to the
frequency domain, essentially extracting spectral information from the signal, is
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [19]. The transform is defined as:
Definition 4 (Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)) Given a sequence of N




xn · e i2⇡kn/N k 2 Z
in which Z are integers [20].
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Figure 2.2: A signal in the frequency domain - The pictures illustrate a
simulated signal (A) and its components (B, C, D) in the frequency domain.
An efficient way to implement DFT is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [21].
With the FFT, the signals in Fig. 2.1 can be transformed into four spectra, as
shown in Fig. 2.2. Spectrum A corresponds to signal A, which consists of two
dominant peaks, corresponding to the two components present. The components
B and C are noise-free signals, so the corresponding spectra consist of single
peaks. Component D is a non-periodic signal, so there are no clear peaks in its
spectrum D.
2.3 Convolution
Apart from the subtle degradation of the structure which we ignore for the mo-
ment, a bridge can be viewed as a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) system [22]. Here,
time-invariant indicates that the nature of the response of the system does not
change over time. LTI systems are linear because their ‘output’ is a linear com-
bination of the ‘inputs’. The behaviour of an LTI system with single input signal
x(n) and single output signal y(n) can be represented as a discrete convolution
12
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Figure 2.3: Graphical illustration of convolution - The top picture is the
impulse response signal. The middle picture illustrates the flip operation. The
bottom picture demonstrates the shift operation, which is obtained by shifting the
flipped impulse response signal by 2 to the right.
integral [23], which is defined as:




in which h(n  k) is impulse response signal. The convolution summation can be
graphically interpreted as a combination of two operations: a flip and shift. For a
given impulse response signal h(k), shown as the top picture in Fig. 2.3, we first
flip the impulse response signal (the middle picture in Fig. 2.3), then shift the
flipped impulse response signal with n data points (the bottom picture in Fig. 2.3
is obtained by shifting the flipped h(k) by 2 to the right).
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Figure 2.4: Convolution for low-pass filtering - The top picture is the input
signal. The middle left curve is a small Gaussian kernel with   = 2. The middle
right curve is a big Gaussian kernel with   = 8. The bottom graphs show the
corresponding resulting signals using the small and big kernel. Note how the big
kernel has a larger influence on the resulting signal, and most of the high-frequency
component has been removed from the signal.
If the system is considered to be a filter, the impulse response signal is called
a filter kernel. One of the widely used kernels is the Gaussian kernel, which








where the parameter   controls the width of the “bell”.
The Gaussian kernel can be used for low-pass filtering. Shown as the pictures
in Fig. 2.4, the input signal X is the same signal as the top picture in Fig. 2.1.
When the input signal X is convolved with a small Gaussian kernel h1 (  = 2),
the output signal y1 preserves both the low and middle frequency components,
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while suppressing the influence of high frequency noise. When the input signal
X is convolved with a big Gaussian kernel h2 (  = 8), the output signal y2 only
preserves the low frequency component.
2.4 Similarity Measurement
Given two time series (or subsequences) of interest, we may want to know how
similar they are. A number of similarity measurements have been proposed [24], of
which the Euclidean Distance (ED) [25, 26] is the most common [27, 28]. Given
two time series P = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) and Q = (q1, q2, . . . , qn), their ED-based
similarity can be obtained by comparing local point values. The ED between P






The advantage of the ED is that it is simple and efficient. When the given time
series are well aligned, like the left picture in Fig. 2.5, the ED works well. However,
the ED is sensitive to scaling, and when shifting and temporal distortions exist in
the given time series, like the right picture in Fig. 2.5, it is proven to be ineffective
[28] as a similarity measure.
Time series might still be intuitively similar even though each series might be
subject to a certain scaling. In this situation, the similarity can still be cap-
tured with the so-called correlation measures. The most well-known, Pearson’s




















The correlation coefficient r is always between  1 and 1, where 1 means that
the two series are a strict linear function of one another, 0 means that they are
completely uncorrelated, and  1 means that they are perfect opposites. Although
this correlation also suffers from temporal shifting and distortions, it is invariant
to scaling and translation (in the domain of measurement).
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Figure 2.5: Euclidean Distance. - The left picture demonstrates the ED be-
tween two aligned time series T1 and T2; the right picture illustrates the ED be-
tween two shifted time series T3 and T4, where ED fails to capture the intuitive
similarity.











Figure 2.6: Dynamic Time Warping. - The left picture shows the DTW
between two shifted time series T3 and T4; the right picture illustrates the ac-
cumulated distance matrix and the optimal matching path (a square-chain going
through light grey cells), between time series T3 and T4.
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To handle shifting, stretching and compression along the temporal dimension,
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [30] was proposed, which achieves an optimal
temporal alignment, shown as the left picture in Fig. 2.6, through detecting the
shortest warping path in an accumulated distance matrix [24, 31, 32, 33], shown
as the right picture in Fig. 2.6. Given two time series P = (p1, p2, . . . , pn) and






d(p1, q1) i = 1, j = 1
d(pi, q1) + r(i  1, 1) j = 1, 1 < i  n
d(p1, qj) + r(1, j   1) i = 1, 1 < j  m
d(pi, qj) + min{r(i  1, j   1), r(i  1, j), r(i, j   1)} 1 < i  n, 1 < j  m
where d(i, j) is the distance found in the current cell, which can be chosen from
several metrics, such as p-norms [35] (when p is 2, the distance becomes the Eu-
clidean distance), and r(i, j) is the cumulative distance of d(i, j) and the minimum
cumulative distances from three adjacent cells.
Finding the shortest warping path is a non-trivial problem, whose computation
complexity is O(n2). To speed up the computation of DTW, some lower bounding
constraints, such as LB_Keogh [32, 36] and the Ratanamahatana-Keogh Band
[37], have been introduced to prune expensive computations, which can reduce
the complexity to O(n).
In Chapter 6, we propose a novel pattern detection method, based on landmarks
and constraints. The method is capable of extracting predefined patterns effi-





The full name of the InfraWatch project is "Data Management of Large Systems
for Monitoring Infrastructural Performance", which aims to design, develop and
optimise a data management system for measuring and reporting the actual per-
formance of large infrastructural projects. The datasets involved in this project
are collected with a sensor network installed on a Dutch highway bridge. In
this chapter, we will introduce some background information about the bridge
and the sensor network, and give an overview of the specific focus of each sensor
type.
3.1 Description of the Bridge
The bridge in this project, shown as Fig. 3.1, is called Hollandse Brug, which
is a concrete bridge, built in the late sixties, and opened in 1969. This bridge
forms the motorway connection between Amsterdam and the north-east of the
Netherlands. The bridge is composed of 7 spans, with a total length of 354 meters.
As shown in Table 3.1, each span contains 9 pre-stressed prefab girders, which are
connected with in situ concrete and reinforcement steel in transverse direction.
In addition, two in situ post-tensioned cross girders are present to reduce rotation
and torsion of the girders. Dilatation joints are installed between the girders in
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Figure 3.1: The Hollandse Brug - This is a bridge between the Flevoland and
Noord-Holland provinces and is located at the place where the Gooimeer joins the
IJmeer.
longitudinal direction. Due to this connection, the girders can deform freely, and
imposed deformations do not influence the internal stresses.
In the last decades, the condition of the Hollandse Brug decreased dramatically,
and after an inspection of TNO (a Dutch organisation for applied scientific re-
search) in 2007, the bridge was considered ‘unsafe’. Heavy traffic was blocked
from the bridge until a necessary renovation was finished. During renovation, the
width of the bridge was also increased with extra girders. Due to these girders,
an extra traffic lane in both directions could be realised. In addition to the reno-
vation and the extra girders, a sensor network was installed underneath the first
span of the bridge.
3.2 The Sensor Network
The initial goal of the system was very much short-term, with an emphasis on
monitoring the curing of the new concrete before re-opening of the bridge, and
providing evidence for the renewed safety of the bridge in that period. As the
20
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Table 3.1: Some Parameters of the Hollandse Brug.
Parameters Value Unit
Weight of the girders 2,820 kg/m
Number of girders 9 –
Weight of the bridge deck 500 kg/m
Width of bridge deck 34 m
Total bridge deck weight 42,380 kg/m
Elastic modulus 38,500 MPa
Total bending stiffness 5.91·1011 Nm2
Girder length 50.55 m
Figure 3.2: The layout of the sensor network on the Hollandse Brug -
sensors are installed at three cross-sections within one span.
monitoring system was a major investment, it was then decided to make the
system available to the publicly funded InfraWatch project, allowing research
into the monitoring of infrastructure and the ageing of concrete bridges. The
sensor system has been handed over to the TU Delft and its collection of historic
data is available within InfraWatch and the IS2C program as a whole.
The sensor system is installed on one of the spans of the bridge, measuring over
50 meters in length. A total of 145 sensors are placed along the width of the
bridge, at three cross-sections of the span. Furthermore, a weather station and a
camera were installed. At each cross-section, sensors of various types are placed
at a variety of locations, for example attached to the bottom of the deck, under
a girder, or embedded in the deck. Furthermore, sensors (especially the strain
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Figure 3.3: Sensor locations of one of the three cross-sections - Sensors
are either attached or embedded to the deck and girders of the bridge.
gauges) are placed in various orientations, such that the total network senses
the bridge in many different dimensions and from a range of perspectives, shown
as pictures in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3. The sensor network features a total of 91
strain gauges, 44 of which are embedded, and 47 are attached. Furthermore,
there are 34 vibration sensors, as well as 20 temperature sensors. The sensors are
connected to five data-collection computers, sampling data at 100 Hz, and this
data is finally recorded on-site in a central computer.
3.3 The Specific Focus of each Sensor Type
The loadings on the bridge not only contain vehicles with various weights, lengths,
speeds, and directions, but also include environmental factors such as wind, tem-
perature, rain and so on. The duration of the loadings varies from a few seconds
to a couple of hours, or even longer. To show the specific focus of each sensor
type, we choose two datasets of different scales: 5 minutes and 24 hours.
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Figure 3.4: Signals of 5 minutes collected with sensors installed on the
left side of the bridge - Top: a strain signal; middle: a vibration signal; bottom:
a temperature signal.
3.3.1 The Specific Focus of Small Scale
To explore the specific focus of each sensor type on small scales, we choose a
dataset of 5 minutes, including 30,000 data points, with a sampling rate of 100
Hz. Fig. 3.4 shows a group of signals collected with a group of sensors installed
on the left side of the bridge, and Fig. 3.5 shows a group of signals collected with
a group of sensors installed on the right side of the bridge.
The top pictures in the figures mentioned above are strain signals, collected with
two different strain sensors, in which small peaks are caused by light vehicles,
and big peaks are caused by heavy vehicles. We also notice that strain sensors
are more sensitive to vehicles passing by lanes on the same side. For example,
there is a group of peaks around 1.5 minutes in the strain signal of Fig. 3.5 (on
the right side), but during the same period, we fail to detect any peaks in the
strain signal of Fig. 3.4 on the left side.
The middle pictures in the figures mentioned above are vibration signals, collected
with two different vibration sensors, which are sensitive to vehicles passing on
23
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Figure 3.5: Signals of 5 minutes collected with sensors installed on the
right side of the bridge - Top: a strain signal; middle: a vibration signal; bottom:
a temperature signal.
both sides of the bridge. Compared with peaks in strain signals, the fluctuations
in vibration signals last longer, and are capable of catching free vibrations of the
bridge.
The bottom pictures of the figures mentioned above are temperature signals,
collected with two different temperature sensors, which indicate local temperature
changes of the bridge. The temperature sensor in Fig. 3.4 is embedded in the
bridge surface, and the temperature sensor in Fig. 3.5 is attached to the bottom
of the deck. We notice that temperature measurements vary with locations, and
they are insensitive to traffic events.
3.3.2 The Specific Focus of Big Scale
To show the specific focus of each sensor type on large scales, we choose a dataset
of 24 hours, composed of 8,640,000 data points, with a sampling rate of 100 Hz.
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Figure 3.6: Sensor signals of big scale - Top: the strain signal of one day, in
which tiny spikes are normal traffic events, jumps are traffic jams, and the baseline
drift is temperature influenced; middle: the vibration signal of one day, in which
small spikes are vehicles; bottom: the temperature signal of one day.
Fig. 3.6 shows a group of signals of different sensor types.
The signal in the top picture of Fig. 3.6 is a strain signal, which is composed of
events of different scales. The tiny spikes in the strain signal represent normal
traffic events, such as trucks and cars; the temporary jumps in the strain signal
are caused by traffic jams; the slow big drift in the strain signal is caused by
temperature changes, which is similar to the temperature variations shown in the
bottom picture of Fig. 3.6.
The signal in the middle picture of Fig. 3.6 is a vibration signal, which is sensitive
to normal traffic events, but is insensitive to long-term changes such as those due
to traffic jams or temperature.
The signal in the bottom picture of Fig. 3.6 is a temperature signal, which rep-
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With the rapidly decreasing prices for sensors, data gathering hardware and data
storage, monitoring physical systems in the field is becoming a viable option
for many domains. In fields such as civil engineering, windmills and aviation,
so-called Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems are becoming popular to
understand the actual workings of the system in situ, as well as to monitor the
system for any developing faults. More and more, sensor networks consisting
of multiple sensor types are being employed in these environments, and large
quantities of data are being collected. New methods are required to deal with the
proper analysis and interpretation of such data collections.
When dealing with multiple sensors measuring a physical system, each individual
sensor will be sensitive to some aspects of the system, based on the specific
characteristics of the type of sensor and on which part of the system the sensor
is placed. This is clearly the case for sensors of different types (such as vibration
and temperature sensors), but also for identical sensors attached differently to
the system. If two sensors are measuring in each other’s vicinity, they will likely
show some dependency, but in most cases, this dependency will be non-trivial,
depending on the location, the orientation and the attachment. As an example,
consider an SHM-system employed on an aircraft. In order to measure stresses
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on a wing, and potential metal fatigue on the wing attachment, strain gauges
are fitted to the wing attachment. During high-g-force manoeuvres, the strain
gauges will measure high values of strain on the attachment. Other sensors might
be placed at the tip of the wing, to measure vibrations caused by turbulence for
example. These vibration sensors however, will not be sensitive to sustained
bending of the wing, as the sensor simply moves along with the wing, and is only
sensitive to rapid changes in the location of the wing. As such, strain gauges are
sensitive to different aspects of the dynamics than vibration sensors, although
some overlap exists in the physical phenomena captured by either type.
In this chapter, we provide some examples of modelling the dependencies between
(pairs of) sensors on the Hollandse Brug, specifically where multiple sensor types
are involved. One of the main challenges here is to understand the specific focus
of each sensor type, and to model any relationships across types. Having such
a model may help, for instance, to remove certain phenomena measured by one
sensor type from the signal of another sensor type. Specifically, we will consider
the effect of temperature changes on the strain measurements at various locations
on the bridge. As such, we can correct for this temperature effect.
Modelling dependencies between sensors also helps to remove redundancies in
the data. Being able to infer the measurements of a particular sensor from the
remaining sensor may suggest a smaller, and thus cheaper monitoring set-up.
Finally, any modelling over the collection of sensors is beneficial for tracking the
health of the bridge over longer periods. Changes in the value of a single sensor
will often indicate transient effects, such as traffic or weather, but changes in
the models of the bridge data indicate structural changes to the actual bridge,
warranting further investigation.
A further issue we will be investigating is the effect that location and placement
of sensors has on their usefulness within the network. For example, if we wish to
understand the effect of temperature on strain measurements, it will be relevant
to know where and how these two parameters are being measured. By investi-
gating the dependencies between all pairs of sensors from two types (in this case
strain and temperature), we hope to discover practical guidelines for the optimal
placement of sensors. In Section 4.4, we use a meta-learning approach based on
28
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Figure 4.1: Correlation matrices between strain and temperature sensor
types. - The numbers on the axes indicate the sensor number; the gray scale in-
dicates the correlation between two sensors, 0 means no dependency, and 1 means
strong dependency; St-Te before exponential moving average (left) and after expo-
nential moving average (right).
subgroup discovery to find key characteristics of sensors in terms of their type,
location, mode of attachment and orientation.
4.1 The Dependency between Strain and Temper-
ature Sensors
In this section, we study the relationship between two types of sensor: strain and
vibration. The sensor network features a total of 91 strain sensors, 44 of which
are embedded (14 along X-axis, 28 along Y-axis), and 47 are attached (34 along
X-axis, 13 along Y-axis). Of the 20 temperature sensors, one half is embedded
in the surface of the deck, and the other half is attached to the underside of the
deck.
In Fig. 4.1 on the left, the absolute correlation coefficients between strain and
temperature vary from 0 to 0.97. For these sensor pairs with high correlation co-
efficients, we can simply employ a linear model that assumes the measured strain
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Figure 4.2: Models between strain and temperature time series. - The
left picture shows the linear model between strain and temperature time series of 24
hours (100 Hz), in which there are a number of peak delays; The model in the right
picture is obtained with an exponential decay model, which improves the delays in
the linear model.
is directly influenced by the temperature of one of the temperature sensors:
S = a · T + b (4.1)
In this model, the coefficients a and b translate between the temperature scale
(in Celsius) and the micro-strain scale (in µm/m). The left graph of Fig. 4.2
shows the effect of this model applied to two time series that are only moderately
related, with a =  3.288 and b = 27.547 obtained through linear regression
over a period of 24 hours. The correlation coefficient for this example is r =
0.776, which indicates that the selected pair of sensors are moderately correlated.
However, when considering the time series in more detail, one can note that there
is a dependency of the strain signal on the temperature measurements, but this
relation is non-trivial: it involves a degree of delay: the upward and downward
movement of the signal appear to be shifted by several hours.
The linear model fails to capture the complete effect of temperature on the strain,
because the temperature sensor does not actually measure the bridge tempera-
ture, but rather the outside temperature. The temperature of the bridge is of
30
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course mostly influenced by the outside temperature, but this influence is spread
over time, and the bridge temperature will follow changes of outside temperature
with a delay. The amount of delay depends on the size and material of the struc-
ture, with larger structures (such as the bridge in question) being less sensitive to
sudden changes of outside temperature. In other words, a large concrete bridge
has a large capacity to store heat, which is mirrored in a slow response of the
strain signal.
In the systems analysis field, systems with a capacity are often modelled as a
Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) system [22]. Time-invariant indicates that the re-
sponse of the system does not change over time, which is a reasonable assumption
for a bridge, if subtle deterioration of the structure is ignored. LTI systems are
linear because their ‘output’ is a linear combination of the ‘inputs’. In terms of
the bridge, the temperature of the bridge is modelled as a linear combination






where Tbridge(t) is the internal temperature and h is an impulse response (to be
defined below). Note that this is a special case of convolution, which is defined in
Chapter 2. Of the many impulse response functions h, which include for example
the well-known moving average operation, we decide to model the delayed effect
of the outside temperature using the exponential decay function he(m) = e  m
(for m   0). In this function,   is the decay factor, which determines how quickly
the effect of past values reduces with time. Note that the resulting equation
S = a · he ⇤ T + b (4.3)
where he(m) = e  m, is the solution to a linear differential equation that is known
as Newton’s law of cooling, which states that the change in temperature of the




=  r · (Tbridge(t)  T (t)) (4.4)
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This is a somewhat simplified representation of reality, in that it assumes that
the systems consists of two ‘lumps’, the bridge and the environment, and that
within each lump the distribution of heat is instantaneous. Although in reality
this is clearly not the case, it turns out that this model performs fairly well.
For a given pair of sensors and the associated data, we will have to choose optimal
values for a, b and  . It turns out that   behaves very decently, with only a single
optimum for given a and b, such that simple optimisation with a hill-climber will
produce the desired result. For Equation 4.3, we obtain a fitted model for the
selected sensor pair as shown in Fig. 4.2 on the right, which clearly demonstrates
that the exponential decay model has removed the apparent delay in the data.
The fitted coefficients were a =  12.147, b = 30.463, and   = 3 · 10 5, with a
correlation coefficient r = 0.867. Considering every possible pair of sensors from
St and Te, we find that the correlation coefficients of 47.4% of sensor pairs are
improved by the exponential decay model. Indeed, the successful modelling of the
dependency for a given pair of sensors still depends on the location and placement
of either sensor. In Section 4.4, we look into the question of finding suitable pairs
of sensors in more detail, when we apply meta-learning to the modelling of St-Te
sensor pairs.
4.2 The Dependency between Strain and Vibra-
tion Sensors
Our sensor network contains 34 vibration sensors, 15 of which are attached to the
bridge deck, while the remaining 19 sensors are attached to the bridge girders. As
mentioned in Chapter 3, both vibration and strain sensors are used to measure the
dynamic stresses acting on the bridge. In theory, there should thus be some degree
of correlation. However, we failed to detect a strong linear dependency between
any pair. As illustrated in Fig. 4.3 (left), the correlations between most sensor
pairs are quite weak, the highest one for this data being 0.1557. To demonstrate
what types of modelling can be done for these two types of sensors, we selected
one pair of sensors with a moderate correlation coefficient, as shown in the time
32
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Figure 4.3: Correlation matrices between strain and vibration sensor
types. - The correlation matrix in the left picture is obtained with raw strain
and vibration time series of 5 minutes (100 Hz), in which the correlations are fairly
weak; the correlation matrix in the right picture is obtained by applying a bandpass
filter to the vibration time series, in which the correlations between several strain-
vibration pairs are improved significantly.
domain in Fig. 4.4 (left top). The graphs show that the vibration sensor is
a symmetric signal, while the strain sensor time series is not. However, the
peaks in both occur consistently, which indicates that they are related. Using a
simple correlation, this effect is hidden by the symmetric nature of the vibration
signal.
In order to extract the amplitude of the vibration signal, which should correspond
to the magnitude of the strain on the bridge, we apply an envelope operation. In
the simplified situation where a signal consists of a single frequency sf , modulated
by another signal e as s = sf · e, we can simply obtain this envelope e by dividing
s and sf . However, in the presence of complex signals and noise, the envelope
will have to be approximated by detecting peaks and interpolating between them.
In our method, we define a peak as the maximum between two consecutive zero-
crossings of the signal. To suppress the influence of noise, we first smooth the
vibration time series with a small Gaussian kernel, and then interpolate adja-
cent peaks with piece-wise linear approximation. After being processed with the
envelope operation, the vibration signal, shown in Fig. 4.4 (left bottom), shows
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Figure 4.4: Strain and vibration time series in the time and frequency
domain. - The left top picture is a strain time series of 90 seconds in the time
domain; the right top picture is the spectrum of the strain time series; the left
bottom picture is a vibration time series in the time domain; the right bottom
picture is the spectrum of the vibration time series.



















Figure 4.5: Envelope model - The envelope in the left picture is obtained by
detecting peaks from vibration time series and interpolating them; the envelope
model is obtained by shifting the envelope in the left picture by 105 data points,
and then modelling it with the strain time series.
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a better correlation with strain signal, improved from  0.16 to 0.44, as demon-
strated in the left picture of Fig 4.5. By aligning the envelope, derived from
the vibration time series, with the strain time series, we can obtain an improved
envelope model, with a correlation of 0.80. We can also detect the dependencies
between strain and vibration time series in the frequency domain.
Fig. 4.4 (right), which features the spectra obtained for the two signals, shows
that despite a lack of a direct relation in the time domain, the signals are actually
fairly similar in parts of the spectrum, notably where frequencies above 1 Hz are
concerned. Note the big peak around 2.8 Hz in both spectra. In fact, what is
missing in the vibration spectrum are the lower frequencies, which correspond to
slower bridge movements. In other words, the vibration sensors are not sensitive
to gradual changes in the deflection of the bridge, as the sensors themselves simply
move along with the bridge. The strain gauges, on the other hand, are sensitive
even to the slowest changes in bridge deflection. However, both sensors measure
shaking of the bridge (frequencies above 1 Hz) in a similar fashion.
Based on these observations, an obvious way to relate St to V i is to focus on a
fairly specific range of frequencies. To obtain the boundaries of each well-matched
spectrum range, we first transfer the spectrum of strain and vibration time series
into one spectrum ratio signal by diving the strain spectrum with the vibration
spectrum. Shown as the left picture in Figure 4.6, there are some “flat” ranges,
which indicate that the spectral components of the strain and the vibration time
series are similar during these ranges. We propose an approach to detect these
flat spectrum ranges, based on sliding windows and the standard deviation. The
standard deviation is used to measure the amount of variation from the average.
A low standard deviation indicates a flat spectrum range. Given a time series












We employ a sliding window of a small length, which is 0.1 Hz (9 data points)
in this work. Each sliding window can be featured with two parameters: the
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Figure 4.6: Interesting spectrum ranges detection - The left picture shows
the spectrum ratio between the strain and the vibration time series. The right
picture illustrates the spectrum ratio distribution, which is obtained by calculating
the standard deviation of a sliding widow of 0.1 Hz (9 data points).
mean frequency and standard deviation. Given a vibration time series of 9,000
data points, we obtain 1,000 pairs of features. The scatter plot of these features is
shown as the right picture in Fig. 4.6, in which there are two interesting spectrum
ranges, whose standard deviations are below 400. The first spectrum range is
between 2.0 Hz and 3.2 Hz, and the second one is between 10.5 Hz and 11.5
Hz.
In our experiments, we employ a bandpass filter to remove all spectral components
outside the interesting ranges. The linear model between the strain and vibration
time series then becomes:
nX
i=1
BPF i(S) = a ·
nX
i=1
BPF i(V ) + b (4.5)
in which BPF i stands for the band-pass filter operation on the ith frequency
range, and n is the total number of interesting spectral ranges. After applying the
band-pass filter operation to both St and Vi, the correlation coefficient improves
from  0.16 to  0.90, as is shown in Fig. 4.7.
The model we achieved through the band-pass filter operation works well for a
small selection of sensor pairs. In Fig. 4.3 on the right, information is displayed
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Figure 4.7: Bandpass filter model. - The left picture is the bandpass filter
model derived from the strain signal. The right picture is the bandpass filter derived
from the vibration signal.
on which sensor pairs specifically gain from this operation. Note that some strain
gauges correspond well to most of the vibration sensors (dark columns in the
matrix). These sensors are primarily located on the right-hand side of the bridge.
The few exceptions are located on the girder entirely on the other side of the
bridge. We look into such observations in more detail in the coming meta-learning
section (Section 4.4).
4.3 The Dependency between Vibration and Tem-
perature Sensors
As mentioned in the previous section, the vibration spectrum shows little activity
in the range below 1 Hz, which happens to be where all of the temperature changes
occur (for example due to the daily difference between day and night). For this
reason, we do not expect significant dependencies between the sensors from V i
and Te. However, the vibration of the bridge does depend on the temperature.
It is well known that bridges tend to oscillate at specific frequencies, and that
these frequencies are determined by the stiffness of the structure, which in turn is
influenced by changes in the temperature of the material. In a simplified model
of a span of the bridge [38], the natural frequency fn of the span is computed as
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In this equation, m refers to the mass of the bridge (including the possible load
on the bridge), and k is a stiffness coefficient that depends on several factors
such as material, humidity, corrosion, etc., but also on temperature. Note that
an increasing temperature leads to a decreasing stiffness k, and hence a decrease
in frequency, such that we expect a negative relationship between V i and Te
sensors.
The effect of temperature on natural frequencies is widely studied [39, 40]. After
external excitation, for example traffic or wind, a bridge can vibrate in different
modes [41]. Each mode stands for one way of vibration, which can be vertical,
horizontal, torsional or more complicated combinations thereof, and there is one
natural frequency corresponding to each. We will introduce a number of modal
parameter extraction methods in Chapter 7, and look into the dependencies be-
tween temperature derived from temperature time series and frequencies derived
from vibration time series.
4.4 Meta-learning
As mentioned at the ends of Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, we can accurately
model some of the strain sensor signals using temperature sensor signals, and
correlate some vibration sensors with strain sensors. However, the models we
obtained are not universal for every pair of sensors. To further look into why
some sensor pairs work well and others not, we analysed them in a meta-learning
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Table 4.2: The d  2 results for the St-Te models (µ0 = 0.533).
Rules Coverage% Quality Average
St vertical = inside deck & St horizontal  7 11.0 18.2 0.89
St vertical = inside deck & St orientation = Y-axis 9.9 17.8 0.90
St vertical = inside deck 16.5 16.1 0.79
St vertical = inside deck & Te horizontal  9 13.2 15.9 0.82
St vertical = inside deck & Te horizontal   5 13.2 14.1 0.79
St vertical = inside deck & Te embedding = attach 8.5 12.2 0.81
St vertical = inside deck & Te horizontal  5 6.6 11.2 0.82
St vertical = inside deck & Te embedding = embed 8.2 10.6 0.77
St embedding = embed 47.3 10.3 0.63
The software we used to conduct the meta-learning is called Cortana [42], which
is a generic toolbox for Subgroup Discovery tasks, including the regression setting
that is required here.
Table 4.1 shows the structure of our data in the meta-learning procedure. We
represent each sensor pair and their properties, including the correlation of the
best model, in one row. In the St-Te model, we have 91 ·20 = 1, 820 rows, and 91 ·
34 = 3, 094 rows for the St-Vi model. The sensor locations are represented using
x and y coordinates, but we also introduced several intervals in both dimensions
to group sensors based on the part of the bridge they are placed.
St-Te models In meta-learning for the strain and temperature sensors, we take
the absolute correlation value of each sensor pair as the primary target, and
employ z-score as quality measure. The first 9 subgroups (sets of pairs of St-Te
sensors) with search depth d  2 are shown in Table 4.2. The average correlation
over the entire set of pairs is µ0 = 0.533.
This table shows 2 subgroups of depth one and 7 subgroups of depth two. The
depth-one subgroups indicate that the interesting vertical position for strain sen-
sors is inside the deck, and that embedded strain sensors are influenced more
than attached ones. The depth-two subgroups show more detailed information.
For the strain sensors inside the deck, their interesting horizontal position is the
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Table 4.3: The d  2 results for the St-Vi models (µ0 = 0.139).
Rules Coverage % Quality Average
St vertical = girder 17.4 31.3 0.36
Vi vertical = girder & St vertical= girder 10.2 28.0 0.40
St vertical = girder & St horizontal = right 6.5 24.8 0.43
St embedding = attach & St orientation = X-axis 38.0 17.7 0.21
St vertical = girder & Vi vertical = under deck 7.2 15.3 0.31
sensor = St1 & Vi vertical = girder 0.6 12.8 0.62
St vertical = girder & St horizontal = left 6.5 12.2 0.28
sensor = St83 & Vi vertical = girder 0.6 11.4 0.56
sensor = St11 & Vi horizontal = right 0.4 11.4 0.68
left side of the bridge, and the orientation is along the Y-axis. The attached tem-
perature sensors perform slightly better than those embedded in the bridge. The
horizontal position of the temperature sensors is also important, which indicates
that the strain sensors inside the deck correspond well with temperature sensors
located on the middle and left side of the bridge.
St-Vi models In meta-learning for the strain and vibration models, our target
is the improvement of correlation after band-pass filtering. Table 4.3 presents
the top-9 subgroups. From these results, it is clear that the interesting vertical
locations for both strain and vibration sensors are the girders. For vibration
sensors, placement under the deck is also interesting. The interesting horizontal
locations for strain sensors are either side of the bridge, rather than the middle
lanes. The strain sensors on the right-hand side measure more variation than
those on the left. This is explained by checking the video stream: there was more
traffic on the right lanes during this period of time. We also identified several
specific strain sensors located on both sides of the bridge, which are consistent
with the other subgroups in Table 4.3. Note that these selected sensors correspond
to the three darkest columns in the correlation matrix in Fig. 4.3 (right).
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4.5 Conclusion
We have demonstrated the use of a number of key data mining and signal pro-
cessing techniques to model dependencies among multiple sensor types. We have
built a linear model to correlate strain and temperature readings, and improved
this model through convolution with an exponential response function. In the fre-
quency domain, we used band-pass filters to detect the correlated spectra between
strain and vibration sensor time series. Finally, we conducted meta-learning on
the models obtained in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, and extracted subgroups
to explain the effects of sensor placement. The extracted rules can be used as






With recent advances in monitoring capabilities and hardware solutions, more
and more civil structures are being fitted with a sensor network. Based on the
collected data, a number of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) methods have
been developed to assess the condition of structures. Most of these methods
assume that damage and degradation will affect the physical properties of the
structure, such as their mass and stiffness [43]. These fundamental changes in
the structure will manifest themselves in important parameters of the structure,
notably resonance frequencies, mode shapes, and damping ratios [44, 45]. How-
ever, in practical applications, modal parameters are also subject to varying oper-
ational and environmental conditions such as traffic, humidity, wind [7, 46], solar
radiation and, most importantly, temperature [7, 47, 48, 49].
Considerable research effort has been devoted to distinguishing changes caused by
the environmental variability from those due to structural damage or degradation
[3, 43, 45, 50, 51, 52], but unfortunately, investigations studying the operational
variability (the effect of varying traffic load on key parameters) have been mostly
lacking. Even for environmental influences, for example the temperature-effect
on strain measurements, one can model in detail the response to temperature
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temperature influence on baseline
Figure 5.1: The influence of temperature on the strain signal - A linear
model between the strain and temperature signals with a length of one day.
changes, but not to a sufficient degree for some applications. For reliable perfor-
mance of SHM systems, it is of vital importance to filter out the effects of both
environmental and operational influences.
The approach we take in this chapter, is to identify two components of the signal:
a slowly fluctuating baseline due to gradual environmental effects, and a rapidly
changing signal superimposed on the baseline that is due to short-term, transient
effects, such as traffic. As was demonstrated before, the baseline in the strain
signal is strongly dependent on the daily temperature effects, as well as some
medium-term events such as traffic jams (recognisable as temporary jumps in
strain). Superimposed on this gradual effect are the peaks that represent indi-
vidual vehicles. For various SHM applications, identifying the baseline, or simply
removing it, is a crucial step. For the basic operation of traffic event identifica-
tion, for example to compile daily traffic load statistics, recognising peaks over a
baseline is an essential step. But also for more sophisticated applications, such
as extracting modal parameters from free-vibration periods (the several seconds
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of unloaded shaking after heavy traffic has passed), require exact identification
of the baseline [53]. Note that especially modern SHM systems need to deal with
the long-term baseline drift, as they tend to monitor structures around the clock,
if not around the calendar, such that baseline correction will require considerable
attention.
Baseline correction A baseline is not a fixed physical phenomenon, but rather
something that depends on the application, and therefore subject to definition.
The most common way to define what constitutes the baseline, and what the
signal, is in terms of time scale. Essentially, any long-term effect belongs to the
baseline, and any short-term effect to the signal.
In the example data of Fig. 5.1, most of the undesirable drift in the signal is
caused by changes in outside temperature, as indicated by the black line (scaled
in this picture to match the strain signal). Clearly, the strain gauge has captured
the response of the bridge to this temperature change, but the effect of outside
temperature (and in fact all other weather parameters) is non-trivial, such that
we cannot simply remove this effect from the strain signal. Another source of
disturbance in the bridge case is the occasional traffic jam (for example around
4 and 8 PM), which temporarily shifts the signal upwards, in response to the
increased weight on the bridge. Note that traffic jams are often only on one side
of the bridge, so that traffic in the opposite direction still is showing up as peaks
in the signal.
For a range of SHM applications, including traffic identification and modal anal-
ysis, strain gauge measurements are a vital resource [53, 54, 55]. However, as
Fig. 5.1 demonstrates, strain signals are subject to large baseline fluctuations not
directly relevant to such applications. In fact, in most cases the range of fluctua-
tions that can be considered part of the baseline is often substantially larger than
the actual short-term dynamic behaviour that the strain gauges are designed to
capture. For that reason, any non-trivial application will first need to deal with
identification of the baseline, and correction thereof.
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the minimum value baseline
the median value baseline
the mean value baseline
the most−crossing baseline
Figure 5.2: Comparison of several piece-wise baseline correction methods
- The length of each window is 1000 data points (10 seconds). The baseline of each
window is assumed to be a constant value, which is either obtained by calculating
the mean value (the dashed line), the minimum (the dash-dotted line), the median
value (the dotted line), or the most-crossing value (the solid black line). Baselines
of two adjacent windows are connected using linear interpolation.
Significant work has been done with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signals
as well as for standardising electrocardiogram (ECG) signals, but to the best of
our knowledge, it has received little attention in the civil engineering domain.
In this chapter, we present a novel baseline correction method, the most-crossing
method, for processing strain signals in civil SHM applications. The most-crossing
method has only a few manual parameters, and can be used automatically for
real-time baseline correction. This method is designed to extract useful peaks
from signals under conditions of high frequency noise and baseline drift. It can
deal with peaks of irregular shapes and random distributions.
In the coming sections, we will first present the procedure of the most-crossing
method, and then apply this method to practical signals and compare its perfor-
mance with some other popular methods.
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5.2 The Most-Crossing Method
The proposed most-crossing method is a piece-wise method, which employs a slid-
ing window, like all piece-wise baseline correction methods. The sliding window
is an interval in time of size L that is slid over the time series. The size L is de-
termined by the actual application. Within a sliding window, we can assume the
baseline to be a constant value. What defines a specific piece-wise method is how
this constant value is determined from the data within the window. There are
several common choices for this value, such as using the mean, the median or the
minimum value. These solutions may work well with simple signals, but cannot
process complex signals, like the strain signal shown in Fig. 5.2. The mean and
median value method weigh each measurement equally, whether part of a peak
or not, so the detected baseline is unstable in heavy traffic. The minimum value
method is useful when all the peaks are upward, but it will cause distortion if the
direction of peaks is mixed. Motivated by the disadvantages of these choices, we
introduce the most-crossing method to extract the baseline.
The most-crossing method is based on the probability density function (PDF).
The method is a four-step procedure: baseline recognition, baseline modelling,
traffic jam detection and baseline removal.
5.2.1 Baseline Recognition
We assume that the data points within a sliding window are composed of two
kinds of data points: ‘noise points’ and ‘peak points’. A peak point is defined
as a data point that corresponds to dynamic excitation of the structure, in our
case traffic events. The remaining data points are noise points, which contribute
to the baseline of the sliding window. Normally, the probability distribution of
these two kinds of data points are different, so we can use the PDF for baseline
recognition.
The PDF of a continuous random variable is a function that describes the relative
likelihood for this random variable to take on a given value. The PDF is non-















Figure 5.3: The kernel smoothed probability density function - The PDF
is derived from the same dataset as Fig. 5.2; the most-crossing point is the first
peak of the kernel smoothed PDF.
For discrete variables, such as sensor readings, the PDF is often estimated by a
histogram. To construct a histogram, we first compute the range for the data set,
and then divide it into a number of equal intervals, also known as ‘bins’. The
PDF is estimated by counting the number of points that fall within each interval.
Although a histogram is a simple way to estimate the density, it is known to
depend a lot on exact parameter choices and is sensitive to artefacts. To alle-
viate these problems, we adopt the more sophisticated kernel density estimation
(KDE).
The KDE ( ˆfh(x)) is a non-parametric way to estimate the PDF (f(x)), which












where K(·) is a kernel function that integrates to 1; h is a smoothing parameter
called the bandwidth; xi is the ith point in the equally spaced amplitude interval;
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n is the number of portions used to divide the amplitude interval.
In the KDE, there are two important parameters: the kernel function and the
bandwidth. There is a range of kernel functions, including Gaussian, uniform,
biweight, etc. Due to the convenient mathematical properties, Gaussian kernels
are the most often adopted. The bandwidth of the kernel exhibits a strong in-
fluence on the KDE. The optimal bandwidth is the one that minimises the mean
integrated squared error (MISE). Under the asymptotic conditions, the MISE can
be approximated as follows [57, 58]:












By replacing MISE (h) with zero, we can obtain a solution to the equation of
(5.2), which is the optimal bandwidth. To obtain a concrete value for the opti-
mal bandwidth, we must replace the unknown density f with an estimate. The
data points contributing to the baseline are dominated by random noise and free
vibration waves, so we empirically estimate the PDF f with the normal distribu-
tion N(µ,  2). The optimal bandwidth ˆhopt can be represented as Eq. 5.3, which








where  ̂ is the standard deviation of the samples.
Based on the optimal bandwidth and the assumed normal distribution, we can
obtain a kernel-smoothed PDF, shown as the picture in Fig. 5.3. There are
several peaks in the PDF of the selected signal, and each peak stands for the
density distribution of one kind of signal component. The first peak in the PDF
corresponds to values of the baseline (in this case around 31 micro-strain). We





























strain signal with traffic jam
baseline without traffic jam detection
strain signal with traffic jam
baseline with traffic jam detection
Figure 5.4: The reason for traffic jam detection - The baseline without traffic
jam detection (left) and the baseline with traffic jam detection (right).
5.2.2 Baseline Modeling
By moving the sliding window point by point, we can obtain the baseline for the
whole signal immediately. But this method is too time consuming and unnec-
essary in most situations. To detect the baseline more efficiently, we move the
sliding window with a user-defined overlap. The downside of this process is that
it may cause discontinuities. To solve this problem, we employ linear interpola-
tion to modify the last part of one sliding window baseline and the first part of
the next sliding window baseline. This modelling method makes no assumption
about the shape or functional form of the baseline, but works well even when the
SNR is high. The baseline obtained by such a procedure is called a raw baseline,
because traffic jams have not been considered in this step.
5.2.3 Traffic Jam Detection
When a traffic jam occurs, we expect a baseline that looks as Fig. 5.4 (right),
which catches the boundaries of traffic jam well. In practice however, the baseline
obtained with the procedure mentioned above often looks like the left figure in
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slopes of sliding window
±(MEAN + STDEV)
Traffic jams
Figure 5.5: The traffic jam detection - The threshold for triggering the traffic
jam detection procedure, which is set as the sum of the mean value (MEAN ) and
standard deviation (STDEV ) of sliding window slopes.
Fig. 5.4, which has the problem of representing boundaries well. We solve this
boundary problem with the aid of slopes of two successive windows.
When the traffic on the bridge is normal, the baseline of the strain signal varies
only slightly, and the absolute slope values of sliding windows are also relatively
small. However, when a traffic jam occurs, the baseline of the strain signal will
jump to a higher value within a short time period, shown as the right part of the
top picture of Fig. 5.5. If we plot slope values against time (shown as the bottom
picture of Fig. 5.5), the traffic jam will cause a slope peak between two sliding
windows. If the absolute value of a peak is above a certain threshold, a traffic jam
detection procedure will be triggered (see Fig. 5.6). The threshold is dependent
on the target data set. Here, for one day’s dataset collected at 100 Hz, we set the
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the top crossing line
the bottom crossing line
Dthe left side of a traffic jam
the baseline before
 traffic jam detection
A
Figure 5.6: The traffic jam boundary detection - A and D are middle points of
two successive sliding windows. The bottom-crossing line is a horizontal line across
the middle point A. The top-crossing line is a horizontal line across the middle
point D. The turning point B is the last intersection between the bottom-crossing
line and the strain signal. The turning point C is the first intersection between the
top-crossing line and the strain signal.
threshold as the mean plus one standard deviation of all slope values.
The boundary problem happens between the points A and D (in Fig. 5.6), which
are middle points of two successive windows. We draw a bottom-crossing line
across the middle point A = (xa, ya), and a top-crossing line across the middle
point D = (xd, yd). The traffic jam turning point B is now defined as (xb, ya),
where xb is the last time between A and D that the signal crosses the horizontal
line defined by y = ya. The baseline between the turning points B and C is
now simply made to follow the actual signal. The baseline between A and B
is obtained with the normal most-crossing method. Point C and the associated




This step is quite straightforward. We just need to subtract the obtained baseline
from the original signal.
5.3 Experimental Evaluation
We apply our most-crossing method to the InfraWatch strain signal to remove
the baseline, and compare its performance to the first derivative method and the
iterative polynomial fitting method. As discussed, strain gauges are not only
sensitive to vehicles, but also to temperature and traffic jams. We employ a
dataset with a length of 24 hours (8.64 million measurements), which is infor-
mative enough to include all important events. The dataset is the same as the
one used in the top picture of Fig. 5.5, in which the baseline wander is caused by
temperature changes, the small spikes stand for vehicles and the big jumps are
caused by traffic jams.
In Fig. 5.7, we first present an overview of three different baseline correction
methods on the selected dataset: the black solid line in the left picture shows the
baseline obtained with our most-crossing method, which fits the baseline drift
quite well. The black solid line in the middle picture stands for the baseline
derived from the first derivative method (Dietrich’s method [59]), in which out-
liers are detected through checking their adjacent points. This is insufficient for
detecting outliers in our strain signal. The last picture illustrates the baseline
obtained with a 20-order polynomial fitting, which moderately fits the baseline
drift caused by temperature changes, but fails to catch the drift induced by traffic































the first derivative baseline
strain signal
the polynomial baseline
Figure 5.7: The comparison between three different baseline removal
methods - The most-crossing baseline (left) is derived from a sliding window with
length of 1 minute (6,000 data points). The first derivative baseline is obtained
with a classification threshold of MEAN +3 ·STDEV , and a false baseline segments
threshold of 150 data points. The polynomial baseline is obtained by a 20-order
polynomial fitting.
5.3.1 Baseline Removal over a Short Period Signal
For a detailed analysis, we select a dataset of 1 minute (6,000 data points) around
midnight, when the traffic is not too heavy. The selected interval includes one
truck and several cars.
The most-crossing method Within such a small dataset, we can simply
choose the window size the same as the length of the dataset. The minimum
strain is 10.84 micro-strain, the maximum strain is 19.04. The strain interval
[10.84, 19.04] is divided equally into 100 bins, for estimating the density of strains.
The optimal bandwidth ˆhopt is 0.153. Based on Eq. 5.1, we obtain an estimator
of the signal PDF. The most-crossing value 12.35 is then taken as the baseline
(Fig. 5.8 (left)). After subtracting the baseline from the signal, we obtained a
signal that preserves all the useful peaks but has a more meaningful centering on
the Y-axis (Fig. 5.8 (right)).
The first derivative method We carry out a similar analysis with the first
derivative method introduced by Dietrich et al. [59]. We first apply a Gaussian
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Figure 5.8: The most-crossing baseline over a short period signal - The
baseline derived from the most-crossing method (left) and the baseline removed
signal (right).























the first derivative baseline
strain signal
the first derivative baseline
Figure 5.9: The first derivative baseline over a short period signal - The
baseline obtained by just checking adjacent points (left) and the baseline obtained
by correcting noise segments whose lengths are less than 150 data points.
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Figure 5.10: The polynomial baseline over a short period signal - The
baseline derived from a 3-order polynomial fitting (left) and the baseline derived
from a 20-order polynomial fitting (right).
filter to smooth the original signal, and then calculate the derivative by replacing
every point in the signal with the difference between this point and the next point.
The automatic threshold used to classify data points is set as MEAN+3·STDEV .
For the outlier detection step, by just checking two neighbours of a data point,
we obtain the baseline shown in the left picture of Fig. 5.9, from which we can see
that most of useful peaks are assigned to the baseline. We improve this result by
correcting short noise segments into peak segments. By changing noise segments
of less than 150 data points into peak segments, we obtain an improved baseline,
shown as the solid black line in the right picture of Fig. 5.9. The improved baseline
is good for processing signals with sharp peaks, but still performs moderately with
broad and overlapping peaks.
The iterative polynomial method We also apply the improved iterative
polynomial fitting method [60] to the same dataset. We assume the initial fitting
result equals to the original signal, and employ a low order (3) polynomial (left
picture of Fig. 5.10) to fit the original signal with the least-squares criterion. If the
elements in the original signal are bigger than the elements in the obtained fitting
result, then we replace them with the latter. The original signal is truncated
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iteratively until the criterion of convergence, shown as Equation 5.4, is reached.
We repeat the same procedure with a 20-order polynomial. The fitting result is




where bk and bk 1 are polynomial fitting results at the kth and (k 1)th iteration,
respectively. At iteration 0, b0 is the original signal y0.
For a given order, the iterative polynomial method aims to generate an optimal
fitting with the least-squares criterion, which considers all the data points in the
dataset equally. From the results in Fig. 5.10, we can clearly see that neither a
low nor a high-order polynomial can fit the baseline well.
5.3.2 Baseline Elimination for Traffic Jams
In this section, we will consider the baseline elimination during traffic jams. Traf-
fic jams, which may last from a few minutes to a couple of hours, typically happen
during rush hour. In most cases, traffic jams happen just on one side of the bridge,
while on the other side of the bridge, traffic flow is normal. So the sensors on the
bridge may collect information about traffic jams and traffic events at the same
time. The dataset for this section, which covers 1 hour (360,000 data points),
contains a traffic jam of about 10 minutes on one side of the bridge.
The most-crossing method We employ a sliding window to move along the
selected dataset. The window size is also set as 1 minute (6,000 data points),
with no overlap between successive windows. Without traffic jam detection, false
traffic peaks (boundary problems) will occur around the boundaries of the traffic
jam, shown as the left picture of Fig. 5.11. By empirically setting the traffic jam
threshold as MEAN +STDEV of all slope values within this period as described






























Figure 5.11: The most-crossing baseline for traffic jam signal - The traffic
jam baseline before solving the boundary problem (left), and the baseline after
traffic jam detection (right).
The first derivative method We process the traffic jam signal with the same
first derivative method mentioned above. The automatic threshold used to clas-
sify data points is set as MEAN + 3 · STDEV . We first detect the baseline with
Dietrich’s method, which eliminates outliers through just checking two neigh-
bours of a data point. The obtained result, shown as the left picture of Fig. 5.12,
can catch the traffic jam moderately, but it still suffers from broad peak and
traffic jam boundary problems. We then improve the result by correcting the
false noise segments (the lengths of which are less than 150 data points). The
improved result, shown as the right picture of Fig. 5.12, can substantially reduce
the problems mentioned above, but cannot overcome them completely.
The iterative polynomial method For the iterative polynomial method, the
most critical parameter is the order of the polynomial. The higher order we use,
the more detail can be caught. To show two extremes, we employ a low order
(1 degree) polynomial and a high order (25 degree) polynomial to iteratively fit
the traffic jam signal. As shown in Fig. 5.13, the low order polynomial can catch
part of the baseline of the normal traffic periods, but fails to detect the traffic
jam, and the high order polynomial cannot deal with the traffic jam either.
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the first derivative baseline
strain signal
the first derivative baseline
Figure 5.12: The first derivative baseline for a traffic jam signal - The
first derivative-based baseline obtained by just checking adjacent points (left) and
the baseline obtained by correcting noise segments whose lengths are less than 150
data points (right).


































Figure 5.13: The polynomial baseline for traffic jam signal - The baseline
derived from the 1 degree polynomial (left) and the 25 degree polynomial (right).
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Table 5.1: Vehicle information of 7 days.
Day Car Van Truck Total
Monday 2,647 987 265 3,899
Tuesday 2,611 1,023 324 3,958
Wednesday 2,610 1,021 302 3,933
Thursday 2,725 1,073 292 4,090
Friday 2,742 1,088 290 4,120
Saturday 2,750 303 24 3,077
Sunday 2,389 124 12 2,525
5.4 Baseline Correction Applied to Traffic Count-
ing
Traffic event statistics on a bridge are of vital importance in assisting bridge
managers to evaluate the condition of the bridge and implement a maintenance
plan. The top picture of Fig. 5.14 shows the strain signal of 7 days, during
the period from Monday Dec 8, 2008 to Sunday Dec 14, 2008, based on which
we will estimate the traffic load for this period. A dataset of 7 days sampling
at 100 Hz means a huge computational burden. To make it work on our PC,
we down-sample the dataset to 1 Hz, which will not affect the statistical result,
because traffic events are low frequency components of the strain signal (below
1 Hz).
Traffic events appear as peaks in the strain signal, with varying amplitudes and
durations (depending on weight and speed of the vehicles). To extract these
features, we need to get rid of the moving baseline first. Since the signal is
sampled at 1 Hz, we employ a sliding window of length 60 data points (1 minute).
The traffic jam trigger threshold is set as the sum of the mean value and 3 times
the standard deviation of slope values, as shown in the middle picture of Fig. 5.14.
When the absolute slope value of two sliding windows is above the threshold, the
traffic jam detection procedure is fired, and the traffic jam is recognised as part of
the baseline. The baseline-free signal in the bottom picture of Fig. 5.14 is obtained
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the most crossing baseline
slopes of sliding window
±(MEAN+3*STDEV)
Figure 5.14: Traffic event statistics of 7 days (During the period between
Dec 8, 2008 and Dec 14, 2008) - Top picture: the strain signal of 7 days at 1 Hz
and its baseline obtained with the most crossing method. Middle picture: the slope
values of adjacent sliding windows (with length 60 data points) and the threshold
lines for triggering traffic jams, which are set as the mean plus 3 times standard
deviation. Bottom picture: the strain signal without baseline drift.
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Table 5.2: The traffic jam statistics of 7 days.
Traffic jam Start Duration Day
(Hour) (Minute)
1 10:12 7.4 Monday
2 9:32 1.2 Tuesday
3 10:19 19.9 Tuesday
4 9:31 2.2 Wednesday
5 9:55 1.4 Wednesday
6 10:07 1.8 Wednesday
7 10:27 1.9 Wednesday
8 10:48 72.1 Wednesday
9 22:16 113.2 Wednesday/Thursday
10 3:18 13.6 Thursday
11 8:31 4.8 Thursday
12 9:31 14.3 Thursday
13 21:56 22.4 Thursday
14 6:45 129.4 Friday
15 10:22 2.7 Friday
by subtracting the baseline in the top picture from the original strain signal.
With the traffic event identification method presented in our previous work [53],
we obtain 108,161 peaks from the baseline-free signal, with location, amplitude
and duration. We assume that, based on the peak amplitude, these peaks can be
divided into 4 categories: noise, car, van and truck, and the last three categories
are interesting for us, which are mentioned as useful peaks. The clustering method
employed in this work is the k-means method [61], which aims to divide all the
obtained peaks into k clusters. The k-means uses squared Euclidean distances,
and the distance between two objects within the same cluster is smaller than that
of two objects in different clusters. By setting k as 4, 25,602 peaks are classified as
useful peaks, and the remaining 82,559 peaks are classified as noise. The detailed
information of useful peaks is listed in Table 5.1.
Based on the vehicle statistics results, we learn that the number of vehicles on
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work days is considerably more than that of weekends; within one day, cars form
the majority of traffic events. During the weekends, the number of vans and
trucks is reduced sharply, while the number of cars is only slightly reduced.
As shown in the Table 5.2, we recognised 15 traffic jams (there are also 15 traffic
jams existing in the video data of this period), the durations of which range
from 1.19 minutes to 129.40 minutes. All the traffic jams occur on weekdays,
and weekends are traffic jam free. Most traffic jams happen during rush hour of
the workday, but there are also exceptions, like the 9th traffic jam, which lasted
nearly two hours around midnight. Through checking the video record, we found
out that the bridge was under substantial maintenance during this period.
5.5 Related Work
Baseline correction techniques have been extensively discussed in the literature
since the 1970’s [62]. Schulze et al. [4] conducted an excellent literature review
and comparison of various baseline-removal methods. Most of the techniques
can be divided into two groups: time-domain methods and frequency-domain
methods. In the frequency domain, the baseline is assumed to be represented
by the low frequency components. The peaks of interest belong to the medium
frequency components, and the independent noise is usually distributed among
medium and high frequency components. The wavelet transform [63] and the
Fourier transform [64] are two common methods in this domain. When the
spectral components are complicated, it is difficult to differentiate the baseline
from others with a Fourier transform. Utilising the wavelet transform, we have to
make great efforts to choose a mother wavelet, decomposition level and coefficients
to remove. Improper selection may lead to baseline extraction failure.
There are more baseline correction methods developed in the time domain. The
median filter method was first introduced by Friedrichs [65] to deal with the
baseline drift in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra. This method takes
the median value in a sliding window as the baseline. Through properly choosing
the window size, the median filter will ignore the peaks of interest, and just focus
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on the points in the baseline. As shown in Fig. 5.2, this method works well with
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) spectra with narrow peaks, but cannot handle
broad peaks or high SNR spectra.
The iterative polynomial fitting method [60, 66] assumes that the baseline can
be estimated by a low order polynomial. Under a given polynomial order, a
suitable polynomial is obtained by fitting the original signal with the least squares
criterion. The fitted polynomial can be used as automatic threshold to truncate
the original signal. Iterative processes are implemented on the truncated signal
until the criterion of convergence is reached. One drawback of this method is that
the order of the fitted polynomial should be chosen appropriately. If the order is
too small, the baseline cannot be detected correctly. On the other hand, if the
order is too large, the peaks of interest may be fitted into the baseline, which can
also lead to distortions.
Since the slopes, the differences of successive points, of the baseline are generally
lower than those of useful peaks, we can employ the first derivative [59, 64] or
the second derivative method [67] to get rid of the baseline. The first derivative
method first uses a moving average filter to suppress the high-frequency noise in
the original signal, and then calculates the derivative by replacing every point in
the signal with the difference between this point and the next point. The sum of
the mean value plus three times the standard deviation is chosen as a threshold
to iteratively divide the data points in the signal into two groups: baseline and
peaks, until no data points change groups. According to this method, if one single
data point belongs to the baseline, and both of its neighbours do not, then this
point is put back to the baseline. The advantages of the derivative methods are
that they are fast and suitable for automation. But they can be unstable when
peaks are broad or overlap happens.
5.6 Conclusion
In this work, we proposed the most-crossing method as a method for detecting
the baseline in sensor data from civil engineering applications. The most-crossing
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method combines the notion of a sliding window with the probability density func-
tion. Within one window, the random noise and traffic events cannot be treated
equally, because just the former contributes to the baseline. Traditional base-
line correction methods (like the polynomial or first derivative method) consider
all the data points in the window equally, so they are unsuitable for baseline
correction in the civil engineering domain. The most-crossing method is also ca-
pable of processing traffic events of bigger scales, like traffic jams, which is of
vital importance for engineers or bridge owners to study the dynamic loads on
the bridge. We have evaluated the most-crossing method on datasets of multiple
scales, and compared its performance with existing popular baseline correction
methods. The results indicate that the most-crossing method is superior in deal-
ing with baselines of strain signals in the civil engineering domain. At the end of
the work, we apply the most-crossing method to a big data set of one week, and






This chapter focuses on the problem of detecting instances of predefined patterns
in large time series data [28, 68]. While most pattern detection algorithms in time
series deal with discovering previously unknown, frequently recurring regularities
in the streaming data, here we assume that one or more example sequences (the
templates) are provided by a domain expert, and instances of these need to be
identified in the actual data. During this detection, one needs to allow for a
certain degree of difference between the template and the instances, for example
because the instance is somewhat longer or shorter in duration, the magnitude of
the signal is different, or parts of the signal are either stretched or compressed in
time (so-called warps).
Li Wei et al. [68] mention a number of use-cases that motivate the predefined
pattern detection problem. For example, in ECG monitoring, a cardiologist may
observe some interesting pattern that he or she wants to annotate, and flag any
future occurrences, to be investigated by the cardiologist or fellow experts. Alter-
natively, in insect pest control, one would like to observe specific cases of harmful
insects, as identified by specific patterns of audio signal (wing beats). In our ap-
plication to infrastructure monitoring, the predefined pattern detection problem
is relevant for specifying and detecting known disturbances in the data, that can
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then be removed from the signal, or accounted for in subsequent modelling steps.
For example, when monitoring the structural health of a bridge, the measured
signal is dominated by recurring and understandable peaks due to vehicles cross-
ing the bridge and traffic jams. One can imagine an expert providing a template
for each of theses phenomena, after which all instances should be identified, re-
gardless of the speed and weight of the vehicles (influencing the width and height
of the hump in the signal), or the duration of the traffic jam.
When matching a predefined phenomenon (a template [31, 33, 69]) with the time
series under investigation, it is not always required to involve every individual
measurement in the selected interval and in the template. In fact, when a certain
level of fuzzy matching is required, it makes sense to somehow simplify the signal,
or extract some key features that are characteristic for the sequence in question.
This condensed representation can then be used to compare the time series with
the template, both effectively (the matching is only based on the characteris-
tic aspects) and efficiently (no computation is wasted on insignificant details).
Specifically when large time series with high sampling rates are concerned, and
the matching is nontrivial due to warps, efficient representation methods can be
helpful. A considerable number of such methods have been proposed in the past,
including Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX) [70], bit-level approxima-
tion [71], and Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) [72]1. In this chapter
specifically, we focus on the representation of time series by means of landmarks
[73] (also referred to as key-points [74], break-points [75] and change-points [76]),
which can be thought of as those points in the time series that are obviously
remarkable (peaks, valleys, inflection points, . . . ). Rather than matching every
detail of the data and the template, only the landmarks will be matched, and
subsequent landmarks will be checked for their relationship to one another.
We match the given template to the actual data in three steps. The first step
involves transforming the time series into a landmark sequence, which preserves
all the prominent features. The second step is landmark subsequence selection,
which is based on the constraints over the landmarks occurring in the template.
The third step is landmark model construction, which introduces trust feature
1A comprehensive list of representation methods for time series is given in Section 6.7.
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and trust region to model the time series segments corresponding to the selected
landmark subsequence. Unlike most of the representation and similarity methods,
which are designed mainly for full sequence matching [28], our proposed approach
is capable of processing both full sequence and subsequence matching of various
length, while being less sensitive to noise, and being able to handle deformations
in both magnitude and temporal dimensions.
One of the challenges when extracting landmarks from actual data is the noise
and high-frequency vibrations that are included. An obvious step to get rid of
such distractions and to produce a set of meaningful landmarks is to convolve
the signal with a smoothing kernel. The question now becomes what level of
smoothing is appropriate for the template in question. Too much smoothing may
cause one to miss characteristic landmarks in the data, and too little smoothing
will cause an abundance of landmarks at every little disturbance in the data. We
propose an MDL-based solution to this challenge, that picks the correct smoothing
level. Minimum Description Length (MDL) [77, 78, 79] is an information-theoretic
model selection framework that selects the best model according to its ability to
compress the given data.
The contributions of this chapter are summarised as follows:
• It provides a general definition of a template for time series, which can be
represented by a landmark vector.
• It proposes the use of landmarks: a triple involving temporal, magnitude
and type information.
• It takes the relationship between landmarks within a landmark sequence as
constraints for landmark subset selection.
• It introduces the concept of a trust region from the image processing domain
[80] to time series to build a reliable template model, which could help to
detect the precise location of landmarks.
• It employs MDL [77, 78, 79] for selection of the right smoothing level for
landmark extraction.
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Figure 6.1: The continuous template and the discrete template - The sig-
nal in the top left picture is the time series. The curve in the top right picture is
a continuous template (more specifically a Gaussian), which is marked with land-
marks A, B, and C. The bottom left picture represent bird songs. The curve in the
bottom right picture is a discrete template, corresponding to one of the selected
subsequences, marked with landmarks A, B, . . . , M.
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 gives the definitions
of template and landmark, and specifies the task of predefined pattern detection.
Section 6.3 introduces the concept of landmark constraints. Section 6.4 intro-
duces landmark model construction based on continuous and discrete templates.
Section 6.5 uses MDL to select the optimal smoothing scale. Section 6.6 evalu-
ates the proposed method by applying it to artificial and real datasets. Section
6.7 gives a literature review of related work, followed by a conclusion in Section
6.8.
6.2 Preliminaries
In order to specify the exact predefined temporal pattern one hopes to find in
the time series, we define a template in one of two ways. In the first, continuous,
way, we assume that a temporal pattern is defined by a function that specifies
the shape of the pattern with infinite precision. In the second way, the discrete
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one, a temporal pattern is defined by a sequence of values, for example obtained
by averaging a number of selected subsequences of interest.
Definition 5 A continuous template Hc is a function that can serve as a model
for subsequences of a time series
Hc(x) = fA(x)
where x is an integer, and f is a given function with coefficients A (for example
{µ,  } in the case of a Gaussian curve).
We demonstrate this type of template using an artificial dataset, shown as the
curve in the top left picture of Fig. 6.1. The shape of the recurring subsequence
can be modeled faithfully with a Gaussian function, an instance of which is shown
as the curve in the top right picture of Fig. 6.1. The matching subsequences are
identified by the bars below the graph.
Definition 6 A discrete template Hd is a time series that can serve as a model
Hd = (h1, h2, . . . , hk), hi 2 R
where k specifies the size of the subsequence. The recurring subsequences in the
bottom left picture of Fig. 6.1 (depicting bird songs [81]) are more complicated
than the patterns in the top left picture of Fig. 6.1. We could choose one sub-
sequence from the smoothed time series as a template, such that the discrete
template becomes the one shown on the bottom right.
6.2.1 Landmark Extraction
Although we expect the user to specify the predefined pattern in terms of a tem-
plate (be it discrete or continuous), we will not be matching the template directly
to the given time series. Rather, we intend to extract important landmarks [73]
from both the template and the time series, and use these to match more effi-
ciently and effectively. A landmark is defined as follows:
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Figure 6.2: Landmark extraction - The dark curve is part of the smoothed time
series. The dotted line is the scaled first derivative of the smoothed time series. The
points marked with letters are landmarks.
Definition 7 Given a time series T = (t1, t2, . . . , tn), a landmark is a remark-
able point in T, specified by a triple l:
l = (id,m, type), id 2 N,m 2 R
where id is the index of the landmark in the time series T: the landmark is located
at tid. m is the magnitude of the landmark, type is the peak type indicator, which
can be local extreme, inflection point or some other notable characteristic of the
time series at this point.
In later sections, we will be introducing landmark extraction methods, which pro-
duce a sequence L of landmarks from a given time series. Such a method, gener-
ally identified as a function E, can be applied to obtain a sequence of remarkable
points from a given time series, but equally, it can be used to produce such points
from a (discrete) template, as that is essentially a time series also.
Landmark extraction methods are typically application dependent. In general,
local extrema of a smoothed time series are good landmark candidates. They
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are found by considering the zero-crossings of the first derivative of the series.
These zero-crossings (roots) correspond to the extrema in the time series, which
we assume to be of interest. The inflection points derived from the extrema
in the first derivative time series can also be considered landmark candidates.
Such landmarks can be found by looking at the zero-crossings of the second
derivative. A landmark sequence preserves the main features of the time series,
but significantly reduces its representation size. As shown in Fig. 6.2, the time
series segment with a length of 250 can be compressed to a landmark sequence
of only 7 elements. Note the importance of convolution with a smoothing kernel
(e.g. a Gaussian) in order to get rid of the noise, which would produce an over-
abundance of landmarks.
For each sequence of landmarks, there is a time series segment corresponding to
it, which is defined as:
Definition 8 Given a landmark sequence L = (l1, l2, . . . , lk) of length k, a land-
mark segment S of L is defined as a subsequence of time series T:
S = (s1, s2, . . . , sm) = (tstart, . . . , tend),
where tstart and tend are the data points indicated by indexs (id) of l1 and 1k.
6.2.2 Predefined Pattern Detection
With the definitions of templates and landmarks now established, we can proceed
by formally specifying the main task that we are concerned within this chapter,
as follows:
Definition 9 The task of Predefined Pattern Detection takes as input a time
series T, a (discrete or continuous) template H and a landmark extraction method
E , and produces a sequences of matches M = (m0, . . . ,mk), where each mi is
an index in T where a match is found between the template and the subsequence
starting at mi.
Note the role of E  in this definition. As mentioned, we are not matching the
template to the time series directly, but rather extracting landmarks from both
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first, using E . An important parameter in E is  , which determines the level of
smoothing applied to both the template and the time series. By smoothing, we
prevent noise from playing a role in determining what constitutes a landmark.
Of course, the level of noise (as opposed to the actual signal) depends on the
application, so for the moment we assume this as simply a parameter of the task.
In Section 6.5.1, we will describe how the MDL principle can be employed to
decide on a proper choice of  .
6.3 Landmark Constraints
In theory, for a given template landmark sequence of length n and a time series
landmark sequence of length m, there are m   n + 1 candidate landmark sub-
sequences. Compared with the subsequence candidates from the original time
series, the number has already been reduced a lot. However, there are still many
ways in which landmarks in the template can be matched with those in the time
series. In this section, we introduce landmark constraints to break the landmark
sequence into a number of meaningful landmark subsequences.
For a given template, the landmarks in its landmark sequence signify more than
just several data points obtained with landmark extraction methods. There are
two levels of constraint existing in the landmark sequence of the template:
1. The first level is local constraints. As defined in Section 6.2, each landmark
has three properties: index, magnitude and type indicator. We can set
constraints based on each landmark property.
2. The second level is global constraints. The number of landmarks within the
template landmark sequence determines the length of interesting landmark
subsequences: the relationship between properties of different landmarks
could form an even richer constraint-set.
For example, based on the template landmark sequence LH = {A, B, C} in the
top right picture of Fig. 6.1, the constraint-set can be set as follows:
• The length of landmark subsequences should be 3.
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• The first landmark A and the third landmark C should be valley points.
• The second landmark B should be a peak point.
• The magnitude of landmark B should be higher than the magnitude of A
and C.
• The relative magnitude Bm   Am should be higher than 0.8.
• The peak duration Cid   Aid should be longer than 50.
The thresholds of the above constraints should be general enough to include all
the potentially interesting patterns, and at the same time, they should be strict
enough to filter out false patterns.
6.4 Fitting Templates to the Data
In Section 6.2, a template is defined as either a continuous or discrete template.
According to the type of the template, we build two types of landmark models:
the continuous landmark model and the discrete landmark model.
6.4.1 Continuous Landmark Model
For a given continuous template Hc, and a landmark segment S, the continuous
landmark model LMc of the landmark segment S is an instance of the continuous
template Hc. The coefficient set A of the continuous template Hc can be obtained
by extracting features from the landmark subsequence of S.
For example, a Gaussian function is chosen as the continuous template Hc =
ae (x µ)
2/(2 2) to model the bell-like landmark segments in the middle and right
pictures of Fig. 6.3. An instance of the template is shown as the curve in the left
picture of Fig. 6.3, which is marked with landmarks A, B and C. The template
is characterized with three features:  , the peak location µ and the magnitude
a. The peak location is derived from landmark B.   can be derived from the
temporal difference between any pair of landmarks, so there are 3 combinations
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Figure 6.3: The continuous landmark model - The curve in the left picture
an instance of the given continuous template, whose landmarks are A, B and C; the
dotted curves in the middle and right pictures are false continuous landmark models;
the dashed curves in the middle and right pictures are the improved continuous
landmark models based on trust features.
for the template landmark sequence. The magnitude a can be obtained from the
magnitude difference between the landmarks B and A, or that between B and
C.
Incorrect feature choices may lead to false landmark models: the dotted curve
LMc in the middle picture of Fig. 6.3 is a false landmark model caused by incorrect
choice of   (the temporal difference between landmarks C1 and A1 divided by 2);
the dotted curves in the right picture of Fig. 6.3 are false landmark models caused
by incorrect choice of magnitudes (the magnitude difference between landmarks
B1 and C1 for LM1c, and that between landmarks B2 and A2 for LM2c).
Trust feature To overcome the limitations existing in the continuous landmark
models mentioned above, we introduce the notion of trust feature. A feature is
considered to be a trust feature if it reflects the true characteristics of a given
landmark segment. Shown as the dashed curve in the middle picture of Fig. 6.3,
the improved landmark model LMimp is obtained by computing   from the tem-
poral difference between landmarks C1 and B1, which can be further improved by
selecting more reliable landmarks, such as inflection points. Similarly, we improve
the landmark models in the right picture of Fig. 6.3 by employing the magnitude
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Figure 6.4: The discrete landmark model - The curve in the left picture is the
given discrete template, which is marked with landmarks A, B and C; the segment
between the landmark B1 and C1 in the top middle picture is chosen as the trust
region; in the top right picture, the segment between the landmark A1 and B1 is
the trust region of the first landmark segment, and that between the landmark B2
and C2 is the trust region of the second landmark segment; the dotted curves in
the bottom left and right pictures are discrete landmark models simply obtained
with transformations of the given template; the dashed curves in the bottom left
and right pictures are improved landmark models based on the trust regions in the
top middle and right pictures.
difference between landmarks B1 and A1 for LM1imp, and that between landmarks
B2 and C2 for LM2imp, shown as the dashed curves.
6.4.2 Discrete Landmark Model
For a given discrete template Hd of length n and a landmark segment S of length
m, we model S through scaling Hd in both temporal and magnitude dimensions.
The temporal scale operation X-scale results in a new sequence LMX , whose
length is the same as that of the landmark segment.
LMX = X-scale(Hd,m, n), m, n 2 N
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X-ratio = m/n
If X-ratio > 1, the X-scale is an up-sampling operation, and if X-ratio < 1, the
X-scale is a down-sampling operation, otherwise, the LMX is the same as the
template H.
We continue to process the obtained model LMX with the magnitude scale op-
eration Y-scale, and obtain a landmark model LMY , which can be taken as a
primary approximation of the landmark segment S.
LMY = Y-scale(Hd,LMX)
Y-ratio = (max(S) min(S))/(max(Hd) min(Hd))
where LMY is obtained by first scaling LMX with a ratio Y-ratio, resulting in a
temporary model LMXY , then shifting along magnitude dimension by min(S) 
min(LMXY ).
Based on the transformations mentioned above, we can define the discrete land-
mark model as:
Definition 10 Given a landmark segment S = (s1, s2, . . . , sk) of length k, and
a discrete template Hd, the discrete landmark model LMd of S is a sequence
derived from transformations of the discrete template Hd:
LMd = Transf (S,Hd)
where Transf are the transformations defined above (X-scale and Y-scale).
The dotted curve LMd in the bottom left picture of Fig. 6.4 is a discrete landmark
model obtained by simply transforming the given template shown as the curve
in the top left picture of Fig. 6.4. The obtained landmark model indicates that
the left boundary of the landmark segment is incorrect, which is caused by the
false landmark A1. The gray curves in the bottom right picture of Fig. 6.4 are
two overlapping landmark segments, whose boundaries are correctly caught, but
their landmark models, shown as the dotted curves LM1d and LM2d, are still
incorrect. This is caused by the complex structure of the time series, which has
not been covered by the given template. To overcome all these limitations, we
introduce the notion of trust region.
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6.4.2.1 Trust Region
By assuming part of the landmarks within a landmark subsequence are reliable,
we can define the corresponding segment between these landmarks as the trust
region. Trust region is a concept borrowed from the field of image processing.
We introduce the concept into time series (or to be more precise, into the discrete
landmark model), and define it as:
Definition 11 Given a landmark segment S = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) of length n, and
its landmark sequence L = (l1, l2, . . . , lk) of length k, and assuming the segments
between landmarks li and lj (1  i < j  k) are influenced less by noise, then the
trust region of S is defined as:
Strust = (sa, . . . , sb), 1  a < b  n
where a is the index of landmark li in the landmark segment S, and b corresponds
to the index of landmark lj. The dashed curves in the bottom left and right pic-
tures of Fig. 6.4 are discrete landmark models obtained with the trust regions
given in the top middle and right pictures, which indicate that the trust regions
help to achieve improved discrete landmark models and updated landmark seg-
ments. The detailed procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
The inputs of the algorithm are: a template H = (h1, . . . , hn) of length n, a
landmark segment S = (s1, . . . , sm) of length m, and their landmark sequences
(LH = (lh1, . . . , lhk) and LS = (ls1, . . . , lsk), respectively, both of length k).
The outputs of the algorithm are an improved landmark model and an updated
landmark segment.
A candidate trust region Hcand (identified by index and len) of the template and
the landmark segment Scand can be obtained with the Region(S,H, index, len)
operation, in which index is the index of the first landmark in LH and LS, and
len is the length of the subsequence. Based on these two parameters, we need
to obtain the indexes of the first and last data points of the candidate trust
regions in S and H. Assuming the corresponding indexes of H are a and b, and
that of S are c and d, the trust region of the template can be represented as
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Algorithm 1 The landmark model.
Require: a template H, and its landmark sequence LH of length k, a landmark
segment S, and its landmark sequence LS of length k.
Ensure: an improved landmark model LMimp and an updated landmark seg-
ment Sup
Scand = S, Hcand = H
[LMimp,Sup] = Model(S,Scand,H,Hcand)
simmax = Similarity(LMimp,Sup)
for len = 2 to k do
for index = 1 to k   len+ 1 do
[Hcand,Scand] = Region(S,H, index, len)
[LMtemp,Stemp] = Model(S,Scand,H,Hcand)
sim = Similarity(LMtemp,Stemp)







Hcand = (ha, . . . , hb), and that of the landmark segment can be represented as
Scand = (sc, . . . , sd), respectively.
Based on the candidate trust regions Hcand and Scand, the associated landmark
model LMtemp and the updated landmark segment Stemp can be obtained with the
Model(S,Scand,H,Hcand) operation. The procedure of this operation is illustrated
as follows:
• Step 1: based on the candidate trust regions Scand and Hcand, we can obtain
a new sequence LMX with the X-scale operation:
LMX = X-scale(H, d  c+ 1, b  a+ 1)
• Step 2: following the same Y-scale operation procedure as mentioned above,
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we obtain a landmark model LMY :
LMY = Y-scale(H,LMX)
• Step 3: pruning the obtained landmark model LMY or fixing the landmark
segment S, we finally achieve a landmark model LMtemp and landmark
segment Stemp.
This step takes the segment, derived from the region Scand, in the temporary
landmark model LMY as reference. If LMY is longer than the landmark
segment S, we need to prune the temporary model, otherwise, fix the land-
mark segment.
Finally, the fit of each candidate landmark model is evaluated with the Similarity()
operation, which can be any of the choices as outlined in Chapter 2, most typically
a similarity function based on the Euclidean Distance.
6.5 Determining the Smoothing Level
As noted, the Predefined Pattern Detection task requires the specification of a
smoothing level, in order for the landmark detection to work effectively. When
smoothing a time series for landmark extraction, there is clearly a trade-off at
play. Smoothing too little will produce a time series that shows too many land-
marks, and smoothing too much will remove too much of the interesting signal,
such that important landmarks may be overlooked (see Fig. 6.5). In this section,
we tackle the challenge of setting an appropriate value for the smoothing scale  
in E .
Our solution to this challenge employs the Minimum Description Length principle
[77]. The MDL principle states that, when choosing between several different
candidate models of the data, the one that produces the cheapest encoding is the
most desirable. In this context, the different candidate models are produced by
the different choices of smoothing scale  . In a nutshell, we consider a range of
values for  , applying landmark extraction E  to the smoothed time series. The
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Figure 6.5: Various levels of smoothing - The first picture shows the original
time series without any convolution; the second picture shows the smoothed time
series with a scale of   = 20, which still contains considerable noise; the third
picture shows the smoothed time series with   = 22, which suppresses the noise
and preserves the interesting patterns; the fourth picture presents   = 26, which
suppresses both the noise and some of the interesting features.
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idea of using MDL as a guiding principle to model various aspects of time series
data has been introduced before in [79, 82], but not with the specific intent of
selecting an appropriate choice of  .
6.5.1 Minimum Description Length
We concentrate on the two-part version of the MDL principle, which states that
the best landmark model LM to describe the time series T is the one that min-
imises the sum L(LM) + L(T | LM), where
• L(LM) is the cost, in bits, of the landmark model derived from the given
template.
• L(T | LM) is the length, in bits, of the description of the time series when
encoded with the help of the landmark model LM , that is the residual
information not represented by LM .
A good, detailed model that catches most features of the target dataset leads to
a low cost of L(T | LM), but a good model also means a higher cost compared
with a simple model. Therefore, a trade-off between model fit and its complexity
is guaranteed by considering the size of the encoding. This property prevents the
MDL method from overfitting.
Before we calculate L(LM) and L(T | LM), we first need to discretise the land-
mark segment. We assume that the values ti of the input time series T have







where N , assumed to be even, is the number of bins to use in the discretisation
while min(T) and max(T) are respectively the minimum and maximum value in
T. Throughout the rest of the chapter, we assume N = 256, in correspondence
with similar work on MDL in time series [79, 82]. One question that might arise
is if such a quantisation removes meaningful information from the time series. In
[82], the authors show that the effect of quantisation is rather modest on several
time series from various domains.
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6.5.1.1 Encoding of the Model
We will first discuss the encoding of the landmark model LM , which is derived
from a given template. In the time series, the cost for encoding the landmark
model is composed of two parts: the index and the model parameters. The loca-
tion of any landmark segment candidate is less than the total length of the time
series T, so it can be encoded with log2 n bits. Assuming there are m parameters
for each model (for a continuous landmark model, m stands for the number of
coefficients; for a discrete landmark model, m is the cost of transformations), and
each parameter can be modelled with b bits, the total cost can be obtained by
summing up these two parts:
L(LM) = k · (log2 n+mb)
where k is the number of landmark segments in the time series that meet the
landmark constraints.
6.5.1.2 Encoding the Data
The second part of MDL, L(T | LM), represents the residual information after
subtracting the landmark model LM from the time series T. To encode this part,
we first need to introduce the notion of entropy.
Definition 12 The entropy of a time series T, discretised according to a set of




P (ti = v) log2 P (ti = v)
where ti stands for the ith element in the time series T, P log2 P = 0 in the case
of P = 0, and P (ti = v) indicates the fraction of points in the time series which
has value v.
Given the definition of entropy, we can define the description length of the second
part of MDL as follows:
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Definition 13 Given a time series T of length n, the description length of L(T |
LM) (in bits) is given by
L(T | LM) = n · Entropy(T | LM)
6.5.2 Smoothing Level Selection
For assessing a candidate smoothing level with parameter  , we can simply take
the corresponding smoothed landmark segments, which meet the landmark con-
straints, as landmark models, and obtain a residual by subtracting the obtained
models from the original time series. We need two parameters (the indexes of the
first and last data points of a landmark segment) to identify a landmark model.
Assuming there are r interesting landmark segments under a smoothing scale  ,
the landmark model cost L(LM) becomes:
L(LM) = 2r · log2n
The second MDL part L(T | LM), according to Def. 13 is represented as:




where Tsi is the ith smoothed landmark segment.
For a given template and time series, we assume that the optimal degree of
smoothing is the one that leads to the minimal total MDL cost.
6.6 Experiments
To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, we apply it to three different
datasets, which ranges from artificial dataset to real-life datasets (traffic and
ECG signals). We divide each dataset into two parts: training dataset and test
dataset. The training dataset is used to detect the right smoothing scale and
landmark constraints, then these obtained parameters will be applied on the test
dataset.
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The original time series
The smoothed time series
Landmark modelsTemplate B
CA
Figure 6.6: Predefined pattern detection from an artificial dataset - The
grey curve in the top picture is an original artificial dataset composed of 100,000
data points; the black curve in the top picture is the time series smoothed with the
smoothing scale   = 23; the black curve in the bottom left picture is an instance
of the selected template, which is a Gaussian function, marked with landmarks A,
B, C; the black peaks in the bottom right picture are the detected patterns in a
fragment of the whole dataset.
6.6.1 Artificial Dataset
We begin with testing the method on an artificial dataset, which is obtained by
combining Gaussian peaks, random high-frequency noise and a slowly fluctuating
baseline. The Gaussian peaks are the interesting patterns we want to detect.
Shown as the grey curve in the bottom right picture of Fig. 6.6, the artificial
dataset is composed of 100,000 data points, including 481 useful Gaussian peaks.
We take the first 20,000 data points as the training dataset, which includes 104
interesting patterns, and take the remaining 80,000 data points as the testing
dataset, which includes 377 interesting patterns.
As we have a function to describe the pattern of interest, we use a continuous
template (Gaussian function) here, an instance of which is shown as the bottom
left picture of Fig. 6.6. The template can be marked with 5 landmarks, in which
A and C are the begin and end points; B is the data point that has the maximum
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Figure 6.7: The smoothing scale for an artificial dataset - This picture
shows a scatter plot between smoothing scale and MDL score, in which the fourth
smoothing scale corresponds to the minimal MDL score.
magnitude in the template. We utilise the first-derivative method to extract
landmarks from the artificial dataset. Because the first-derivative method is
sensitive to noise, we cannot apply it directly to the raw dataset. We first smooth
the raw dataset with the convolution method mentioned in Section 6.5.1, and then
transform the smoothed dataset to a landmark sequence.
We calculate MDL scores based on a smoothing scale candidate set {20, 21, 22,
. . . , 211}, and choose the scale with the minimal MDL score as the right smoothing
scale, which is 23 in this case, shown as Fig. 6.7. The landmark constraints that
succeed in identifying all the 104 interesting patterns in the training dataset are
chosen as the target landmark constraints, as follows:
• The length of landmark subsequences should be 3.
• The first and last landmarks should be valley points.
• The second landmark should be a peak point.
• The peak magnitude should be no less than 0.15.
Based on the obtained smoothing scale and landmark constraints, we detect 380
landmark segments, 377 of which are true peaks, and the remaining 3 landmark
segments are caused by noise. The precision of the continuous landmark model
is thus 99.2%, and the recall is 100%.
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Figure 6.8: Traffic event detection from a traffic dataset - The grey curve in
the top picture is the raw strain signal collected from one strain sensor installed on
a highway bridge; the black curve in the top picture is the strain signal smoothed
with the smoothing scale   = 24; the black curve in the bottom left picture is the
selected discrete template, marked with landmarks A, B, C, D and E; the black
peaks in the bottom right picture are landmark models.
6.6.2 Real-life Traffic Dataset
In this section, we apply a discrete template to a real-life traffic dataset collected
at the Hollandse Brug. We select a piece of strain signal at 100 Hz of 1 hour at
3:00 AM to detect traffic events, which is composed of 360,000 data points. Using
the video record of this period, we label the traffic events as cars or trucks. We
take the first 60,000 data points as the training dataset, including 23 cars and 6
trucks, and the remaining 300,000 data points as the test dataset, including 150
car events and 14 truck events.
Following a similar MDL-based procedure as in the previous experiment, the
smoothing scale is determined as 24 = 16, shown as Fig. 6.9. The black curve in
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Figure 6.9: The smoothing scale for a traffic dataset - This picture shows
a scatter plot of MDL score as a function of smoothing scale, in which the fifth
smoothing scale corresponds to the minimal MDL score.
the top picture of Fig. 6.8 is the smoothed curve under this optimal smoothing
scale. We select the 6 trucks in the smoothed training dataset for template
construction. In order to select the most representative sequence to act as the
template, we actually employ MDL as a model selection framework. The truck
data that leads to the minimal MDL score (on the training data) is chosen as the
discrete template, shown as the peak in the bottom left picture of Fig. 6.8.
The testing dataset is smoothed with a   = 16 Gaussian kernel and the landmark
constraints are set as:
• The length of landmark subsequences should be 5.
• The first and last landmarks should be valley points.
• The second and fourth landmarks should be inflection points.
• The third landmark should be a peak point.
• The peak magnitude should be no less than 0.44.
Based on the obtained smoothing scale and landmark constraints, we manage
to catch 170 landmark segments in the test data: 14 of which correspond to
truck events (as validated through the video of the bridge), 150 of which corre-
spond to car events, and the remaining 6 landmark segments are caused by noise.
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Figure 6.10: The QRS complex detection from an ECG dataset - The
grey curve in the top picture is an ECG dataset taken from a real patient, the black
curve is a smoothed time series; the curve in the bottom left picture is a discrete
template of the QRS complex, which is composed of a R wave and a S wave, and
can be marked with four landmarks A, B, C and D; the thick black segment between
landmarks B and D is chosen as the trust region; the black peaks in the bottom
right picture are landmark models, one of which is a false pattern.
The precision of the continuous landmark model is thus 96.5%, and the recall is
100%.
Our algorithm is quite fast. To give an indication of the efficiency on this rela-
tively large dataset, the total running time was 4.47 seconds on the test set (2.51
seconds for landmark subsequence selection and 1.96 seconds for the landmark
models).
6.6.3 ECG Signal
The electrocardiogram (ECG) signal is used to measure the electrical activity of
the (human) heart [83]. A single heart beat is typically composed of 5 deflections,
called the P, Q, R, S and T wave, in which the Q, R and S waves are often consid-
ered together as the QRS complex, because they are closely linked. Note that not
every QRS complex contains all the three wave elements, and any combination of
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these waves can also be referred to as a QRS complex [84]. Accurately recognising
the QRS complex and distinguishing them from the other noise sources such as
P and T waves is a critical technology for many clinical instruments [85].
In this section, we choose an ECG dataset of 20,000 data points from [86], which
is collected at a frequency of 250 Hz. We take 2,000 data points as the training
dataset, which consists of 13 QRS complexes, and the remaining 18,000 data
points as the test dataset, containing 106 QRS complexes. Since there is only
little noise in the original time series, the optimal smoothing scale comes out as
  = 20 (see also the top picture of Fig. 6.10).
We take the 13 QRS complexes in the training dataset for template construc-
tion. The curve in the bottom left picture of Fig. 6.10 is selected as the discrete
template. The template can be represented using four landmarks, which are ex-
tracted with the first-derivative method. The landmarks B and D are the least
sensitive to disturbances, so the landmark segment between these two landmarks
is selected as the trust region, shown as the bottom left picture in Fig. 6.10.
Based on the training dataset and smoothing scale, the landmark constraints are
set as:
• The length of each landmark subsequence should be 4.
• The first and third landmarks should be valley points.
• The second and the fourth landmarks should be peak points.
• The magnitude of the second landmark should be the highest one in the
landmark subsequence.
• The magnitude of the third landmark should be the lowest one in the land-
mark subsequence.
• The temporal difference between the last and the first landmark should be
less than 25.
• The magnitude difference between the second and the third landmark should
be less than 2.
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Based on the obtained smoothing scale and landmark constraints set above, we
manage to catch 107 landmark segments: 103 of which are true QRS complexes,
4 of which are false QRS complexes, and 3 true QRS complexes are missing. The
precision of the continuous landmark model is thus 96.3%, and the recall is 97.2%.
Fig. 6.10 shows one instance of such a false detection, between time points 7,200
and 7,300.
This figure also demonstrates the purpose of landmark models. Note that the
detection of predefined patterns (the core of our work) produces a list of consec-
utive landmarks for each instance of the template detected. When visualising an
instance in the actual data, pointing out the landmarks in question is of limited
interest. By means of the landmark models, the matching of the template to the
actual data can be determined (including unreliable segments of the data), such
that the transformed instance of the template can be overlain on the time series,
as is demonstrated in the figures in this section.
6.7 Related Work
In this chapter, we have presented three concepts that have been extensively used
in image matching fields: templates [87, 88], landmarks [88, 89] and trust regions
(or trust features) [80].
Template matching can be used for face detection [90], duplicate document de-
tection [91] and motion classification [92]. The concept of template has been
introduced to time series to detect specific patterns or shapes [31, 33, 69, 93, 94].
Frank et al. [94] propose Geometric Template Matching (GeTeM) which uses time-
delay embeddings for building models from segments of time series and compares
the reconstructed dynamical systems in terms of their state space as well as their
dynamics. In [93], a novel and flexible approach is proposed based on segmental
semi-Markov models. In [31, 33, 69], meaningful templates are constructed with
shape-based averaging algorithms, such as Prioritized Shape Averaging (PSA)
[69] and Accurate Shape Averaging (ASA) [31]. Wei et al. propose the Atomic
Wedgie method “that exploits the commonality among the predefined patterns
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to allow monitoring at higher bandwidths, while maintaining a guarantee of no
false dismissals” [68]. Most of the proposed methods are mainly designed for full
sequence matching, which are ineffective in detecting predefined patterns from
streaming time series.
Landmarks can be used to break time series into meaningful segments, and a
template can be featured by a vector of landmarks. Landmarks are also referred
to as key-points [74], break-points [75] and change-points [76]. Perng et al. [73]
propose a feature-based technique called the landmark model, which uses land-
marks instead of the raw data for processing. A two-level representation [74] is
proposed to recognise gestures, using both local and global features. In prac-
tice, the reliability of each landmark varies with its location. To the best of our
knowledge, this hasn’t been mentioned in the literature.
It has been pointed out by researchers that some unspecified portions of streaming
time series should be ignored [81, 95] to achieve a better result, which means
some data points have nothing to do with predefined patterns, and should be
filtered out. Ye and Keogh [96] propose a new time series primitive, time series
shapelets, for time series classification. The shapelets are informally defined as
the subsequences that are in some sense maximally representative of a class.
This method is interpretable and accurate in classifying static time series [97],
but is ineffective in handling streaming time series. Inspired by these works, we
introduce trust region (trust feature) into streaming time series to obtain a more
reliable landmark model.
A number of representation methods have been developed in the literature to re-
duce the dimensionality of time series, such as Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
[25], Single Value Decomposition (SVD) [98], Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
[99]. There are also some researchers who employ symbolic representations, such
as Symbolic Aggregate approximation (SAX) [70] and bit-level approximation
[71]. Features extracted from time series carry summarized information of the
time series [27, 100], which can represent the original time series concisely [101],
and are less sensitive to noise [102], so the feature extraction operation can also
be used to reduce dimensionality (reduce the size of the data), such as Amplitude-
Level Features (ALF) [103], characteristic-based clustering (CBC) [100]. Some
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representations are based on piecewise techniques, such as Piecewise Linear Ap-
proximation (PLA) [75], Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) [72], Adap-
tive Piecewise Constant Approximation (APCA), Derivative Time Series Segment
Approximation (DSA) [101, 104] and Piecewise Vector Quantized Approximation
(PVQA) [105, 106]. Some representations aim to keep both local and global infor-
mation about the original time series, such as Multi-resolution Vector Quantiza-
tion (MVQ) approximation [107] and multi-resolution PAA (MPAA) [108].
Next to the representation methods, a number of similarity measures have been
proposed [24], of which the Euclidean Distance (ED) [25, 26] is the most com-
mon [27, 28]. However, when shifting and temporal distortions exist in the given
subsequences, the ED is proven to be ineffective [28]. To handle stretching and
compression along the temporal dimension, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [30]
was proposed, which achieves an optimal temporal alignment through detecting
the shortest warping path in a distance matrix [24, 31, 32, 33]. Finding the
shortest warping path is a non-trivial problem, whose computation complexity
can reach O(n2), where n is the number of data points. To speed up the com-
putation of DTW, some lower bounding constraints, like LB_Keogh [32, 36] and
the Ratanamahatana-Keogh Band [37], have been introduced to prune expen-
sive computations, which can reduce the complexity to O(n). There are also
some other edit-based methods proposed to handle outliers and noise [24], such
as Longest Common Subsequence (LCSS) [109], Edit Distance with Real Penalty
(ERP) [110] and Edit Distance on Real sequence (EDR) [111]. However, most
of the proposed methods focus mainly on temporal deformations [93], which are
inadequate in dealing with shifting and scaling in the amplitude dimension [28].
Consequently, Spatial Assembling Distance (SpADe) [28] is proposed to handle
shifting and scaling in both the temporal and amplitude dimensions.
6.8 Conclusion
Predefined pattern detection from streaming time series is a quite challenging
topic, because it is not only sensitive to noise, but also sensitive to temporal and
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magnitude deformations. A number of representation and similarity measure
methods have been proposed to approximate interesting subsequences, but most
of them are mainly designed for full sequence matching, and are ineffective when
the disturbances mentioned above exist. Based on MDL, we smooth the streaming
time series with a reasonable scale, and construct a template from the smoothed
training time series. The template stands for the pattern of interest that we want
to extract from the streaming time series. To carry out this task, we proposed
a three-stage representation method, which first transfers the time series into a
landmark sequence, and then utilizes the constraints within a template landmark
sequence to select promising landmark subsequences of interest patterns, finally
employing the trust region (or trust feature) to model candidate patterns. Most
of the existing feature-based methods just focus on the quality of models, and pay
little attention to the reliability of candidate patterns. Our landmark model over-
comes this problem by transferring the template in both temporal and magnitude






In the Structural Health Monitoring field, damage detection methods are based on
the premise that global modal parameters (natural frequencies, mode shapes and
damping ratios) are functions of physical properties (mass, damping distribution,
and stiffness) [45, 49, 112]. Changes in physical properties will cause changes in
the modal parameters [40, 43, 49].
Modal analysis is a procedure that extracts modal parameters of a structure
from its measured response data. Modal analysis was originally used for Exper-
imental Modal Analysis (EMA), primarily applied to aerospace and mechanical
structures, where the structures are excited by controlled dynamic forces. The
responses to these forces are then recorded, and the modal parameters are ob-
tained based on both input and output measurements [8]. Due to improvements
in computing capacity, technological advances and developments in sensors and
data acquisition systems, these analysis techniques can also be applied in SHM
systems for civil infrastructures. In SHM, modal analysis is often applied as a
form of Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) [14]. The major difference between
OMA and EMA is that the input forces of OMA are unknown, and only the
output measurements are available. Considering a highway bridge under normal
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in-service conditions, the input forces may include various vehicles and envi-
ronmental effects, such as wind and temperature changes, influences which are
difficult to measure or quantify. Unfortunately, various techniques upon which
EMA relies are invalid for OMA.
Driven by the demand for assessing the health of civil structures, a number of
powerful techniques for OMA have been developed. Some common techniques are
the Peak-Picking (PP) method [113, 114], the Auto Regressive-Moving Average
Vector model [115], the Natural Excitation Technique (Next) [5, 116], the Ran-
dom Decrement Technique [117], the Frequency Domain Decomposition [6] and
the Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) [11, 114, 118]. The SSI algorithm
is known as one of the most robust methods for OMA measurements, and has
already been successfully applied to infrastructures under operational conditions,
such as bridges [50, 119], towers [114, 120], and buildings [121, 122]. In this chap-
ter, we will employ both the PP and the SSI methods for modal analysis.
In reality, modal parameters are not only sensitive to structural damage and
degradation, but also to varying operational and environmental loadings, such as
traffic, humidity, wind and most importantly, temperature [43, 49]. The modal
changes caused by these factors can be much larger than those caused by real
structural damage or degradation [112]. For reliable modal analysis, we must
distinguish the abnormal changes caused by operational or environmental inputs
from normal changes due to damage and degradation [45, 50]. In this chapter,
we will take the influence of temperature and vehicle mass into account.
In this chapter, we begin with introducing the procedure of data selection in
Section 7.2, then apply two modal analysis methods: the PP method and the
SSI method, to extract modal parameters from the selected dataset in Section
7.3, and finally analyse the influence of temperature and vehicle mass on modal




The accuracy of modal analysis relies on the quality of the utilised datasets.
To extract modal parameters correctly, we first need to select some datasets of
high-quality. In this section, we illustrate the data selection task with a three-
step procedure: sensor selection, traffic event detection and free vibration periods
extraction.
7.2.1 Sensor Selection
In the sensor network, both strain and vibration signals respond to traffic events.
The left two pictures in Fig. 7.1 illustrate one truck event in the time domain,
for either sensor type. From these pictures, it is easy to see that the truck event
in the strain signal is represented as a peak, which occurs when the vehicle is
actually on the measured span, and disappears rapidly when the vehicle passes.
The truck event in the vibration signal produces oscillations, which will last for
a long period after the truck has passed, if it is not disturbed by subsequent
vehicles. Based on this observation, it is reasonable to select the strain signal to
recognise traffic events [54, 55]. To monitor and evaluate the health of the bridge,
spectral analysis is one of the widely used methods [3]. The right two pictures
of Fig. 7.1 (right) illustrate the spectrum of both the strain and vibration signal,
which are produced by a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). It is clear that the
spectrum of the vibration signal is more informative than that of the strain signal.
So both the strain and vibration signals are employed in our experiments: first,
we use the strain signal to detect traffic events, then conduct spectral analysis on
the corresponding vibration signal.
Since there are 91 strain sensors and 34 vibration sensors in our sensor network,
which sensors are suitable? One simple standard of choosing strain sensors is that
they can clearly represent traffic events. That is to say, the peak of the selected
strain signal should have a strong amplitude. We choose one truck event on each
side of the bridge as excitation, look into the response of all of the strain sensors,
and finally choose one sensor on each side of the bridge as target. The selection
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Figure 7.1: The strain and vibration signal in the time and frequency
domain - The top left picture is a vibration signal; the top right picture is the
spectrum of the vibration signal; the bottom left picture is a strain signal; the
bottom right picture is the spectrum of the strain signal.
of the vibration sensors is based on the strain and vibration correlation matrix
as mentioned in Chapter 4. We choose the vibration sensors that have strong
correlations with the selected strain sensors as the target vibration sensors.
7.2.2 Traffic Event Detection
Following the procedure mentioned above, we obtain a pair of strain and vibration
sensors installed on each side of the bridge, reducing the sensor candidates from
125 (91 + 34) to 4 (2 + 2). However, extracting traffic events from the reduced
sensor signals is still a challenging task, because the bridge is a complex system,
which responds to various inputs. As mentioned in previous chapters, some inputs
play disturbing roles. What’s more, even a useful input, such as a car or a truck,
on one side of the bridge could not be detected or mis-detected in the signal
collected with sensors on another side of the bridge. To prepare some high-quality
datasets for modal analysis, we propose a procedure to extract traffic events. We
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prefer that each target dataset just contains a single truck event. The procedure
is listed as follows:
• Step 1: Find baseline. The baseline of the strain signal is influenced a
lot by temperature and traffic jams. To measure the amplitudes of peaks
correctly, we must find the baseline first.
• Step 2: Remove baseline. Baseline removal is quite straightforward. It is
obtained by subtracting the baseline from the original strain signal.
• Step 3: Find peaks. Using the zero-crossing and the local maximum meth-
ods, we detect a number of peaks, with amplitude, duration and area under
the peak as peak descriptive features.
• Step 4: Label peaks. Based on the video stream, we hand-label each peak
as either of noise, car on lane 1, truck on lane 1, car on lane 4 or truck on
lane 4. This will be our supervised training data (lane 1 and lane 4 stand
for two different traffic directions).
• Step 5: Classify peaks. Based on the obtained peak features and labels,
we try to find the boundaries between each class, by means of classification
techniques from the Data Mining field [123].
• Step 6: Extract truck events. One whole traffic event is composed of the
traffic-free period before the traffic peak, the actual peak and the traffic-free
period after the traffic peak. We should look into the traffic events on both
lanes to catch all traffic.
We choose a dataset of one hour at 3:00 AM (100 Hz) as the training dataset.
The traffic during this time is not too heavy, and most of time there is just a
single lane on either side in use. The baseline correction method mentioned in
Step 1 and Step 2 is the most-crossing method, which was proposed in Chapter 5.
After removing baselines from the selected strain signals, we continue to process
the obtained signals with zero-crossing and local maximum methods in Step 3,
achieving a number of peaks, with amplitude, duration and area under the peak
as peak features. In Step 4, we hand-label these detected peaks according to the
video taken during this period on the bridge. All the peaks are given one of five
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Truck on lane 4
Truck on lane 1
Car on lane 1
Car on lane 4
Noise
Figure 7.2: Peak classification - All peak labels within one hour (left), based
on two peak features: area and amplitude; the right picture shows the details in
the bottom left corner of the left picture, shown as the rectangular box in the left
picture.
categories: noise, car on lane 1, truck on lane 1, car on lane 4 and truck on lane
4. The scatter plot based on area and amplitude of the strain peaks on lane 4 is
illustrated as Fig. 7.2.
From the labels in Fig. 7.2, we can see that truck events on either lane are easy
to distinguish, but the boundaries between car events on opposite lanes and the
boundaries between the noise and car events on opposite lanes are blurry. When
cars on an opposite lane are not heavy enough, they are easily mistaken as noise
in the strain signal of the current lane. But the vibration sensor is much more
sensitive to traffic events than the strain sensor, which can catch a small car event
on another lane. To detect the complete free vibration period according to the
strain signal, we must make the boundaries as clear as possible.
We processed our labeled peaks with Weka [123], a powerful Data Mining tool.
A decision tree (C4.5) was applied to the labeled dataset (peak features), which
takes area and amplitude on lane 4 as attributes.
The labeled dataset (derived from the training dataset) is composed of 7,169 in-
stances, of which 7,137 (99.55%) instances are correctly classified. The confusion
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Table 7.1: The confusion matrix.
truck 4 truck 1 car 4 car 1 noise
7 0 1 0 0 truck 4
1 10 0 0 0 truck 1
0 2 97 4 0 car 4
0 0 3 98 4 car 1
0 0 2 15 6,925 noise
matrix is shown as Table 7.1.
The result, with a few minor mistakes, is already quite good, but can be further
improved by combining the traffic events on the lane of opposite traffic direction
(lane 1). We applied this model to a bigger dataset (the test dataset), which was
obtained by selecting one hour per day at 3:00 AM for 45 days. We succeeded to
catch 17,220 traffic events (of which 852 are trucks) on lane 1 and 13,064 traffic
events on lane 4 (of which 768 are trucks). Truck events are usually featured with
high amplitudes and peak areas, which indicate that the bridge is well excited,
so we prefer to utilise the datasets caused by them for modal analysis. However,
not every truck event is interesting to us. We expect that the vibrations caused
by one truck should be long enough for modal analysis, without being disturbed
by other traffic events. To meet this expectation, we explore truck events with
long free vibration periods.
7.2.3 Free Vibration Periods Extraction
In this section, we focus on extracting the free vibration periods of traffic events
from our structural health monitoring system, which is a critical step to analyse
the modal parameters of the bridge. The free vibration period means the period
after a vehicle has passed, and before a next vehicle appears on the bridge. The
reason for choosing this period is that the bridge is put in motion by the vehicle,
but the actual weight does not actually influence the frequency of vibration after
the vehicle has disappeared, nor do any other vehicles.
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Figure 7.3: Free vibration period - The period between two vertical lines is
referred to as the free vibration period, which starts after one truck just passes the
bridge and ends before another vehicle appears on the bridge.
Shown as Fig. 7.3, free vibration fragments are extracted from the vibration
signal, which corresponds to the traffic-free period directly after a truck-related
peak in the strain signal. Details of how such periods can be identified in the
data can be found in [53]. Following this procedure, we obtain a number of free
vibration periods, which will be used for modal analysis in the next section.
7.3 Modal Parameter Extraction
In this section, we employ two methods to extract modal parameters: the PP
method and the SSI method. The dataset employed for modal analysis is obtained
by extracting truck events, with at least 20 seconds of free vibration period, from
the testing dataset in the previous section, which is composed of 72 truck events
on lane 1 and 77 truck events on lane 4.
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7.3.1 The Peak-Picking Method
The PP method is a widely-used method to estimate modal parameters from
output-only measurements [124, 125], in which the natural frequencies are simply
obtained by choosing the peaks on the graphs of the power spectral densities
(PSDs) [126, 127, 128]. The PSDs are basically obtained by converting the mea-
surements to the frequency domain with the DFT [114, 127].
To obtain all the possible modes of the bridge, we apply the PP method to the free
vibration periods of the selected dataset. After normalising the 149 spectra, we
obtain a graph, shown as Fig. 7.4. From this figure, we can easily detect several
interesting modes. Table 7.2 provides statistics of these modes. The approximate
location of each mode is defined according to Fig. 7.4, and the occurrence of a
mode is counted if there is at least one peak, whose amplitude is bigger than the
average amplitude. The third column in Table 7.2 is calculated by counting what
fraction of the 149 spectra actually show a peak at the specified location in the
spectrum.
Table 7.2: Statistics of modes.
Mode Frequency (Hz) Occurrence
1 0.73 – 0.93 71.8%
2 2.59 – 2.78 100%
3 2.79 – 2.98 100%
4 5.50 – 5.77 97.3%
5 11.00 – 11.50 98.7%
6 14.82 – 15.55 12.1%
7 16.30 – 16.90 10.7%
8 18.30 – 18.80 48.3%
As illustrated below, the amplitude indicates the strength of each mode. Mode 2
and mode 3 are the principal modes of the bridge, which occur in every event.
Mode 4 and mode 5 are also important modes, which have a strong amplitude
and happen in most events. Mode 1 and mode 8 have moderate occurrence, but
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Figure 7.4: The vibration modes of the bridge - The spectra are derived
from free vibration periods of 149 selected truck events.
their amplitudes are relatively weak. Mode 6 and mode 7 are so weak that they
can be ignored in most cases.
The PP method is simple, and needs no model to fit to the measurements [113], so
its identification is fast [128], and can be used on-site to verify the quality of the
measurements [8, 114]. However, the PP method relies heavily on the frequency
resolution [129]. When the assumptions of well separated modes and low damping
are violated, the PP method often results in inaccurate and erroneous modes
[8, 127]. To estimate modal parameters more accurately, we need employ more
advanced methods.
7.3.2 The SSI Method
Compared with the PP method, the SSI method is a more advanced method
for modal analysis. which is based on the stochastic state space model. To
improve the result of the SSI method, the stabilization diagram is introduced to
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distinguish physical modes from spurious modes. In this section, we will illustrate
this method with some selected datasets, and present modal parameters derived
from these datasets.
7.3.2.1 Stochastic State Space Model
The SSI method is especially suited for operational modal parameter identifica-
tion when only output measurements are available. In the text below, the core
steps of the SSI method are discussed. A detailed explanation is beyond the
scope of this chapter and can be found in the references [11, 118]. The dynamic
system of a vibration structure can be modelled by the following discrete-time
state space model:
xk+1 = Axk +Buk + wk
yk = Cxk +Duk + vk
(7.1)
where yk is the measurement at discrete time instance k, xk is the state vector, uk
is the input vector, A is the discrete state matrix, B is the discrete input (system
control influence coefficient) matrix, C is a real output influence coefficient matrix
and D is the out control influence coefficient matrix; wk is the process noise due
to disturbances and modelling inaccuracies, and vk is the measurement noise due
to sensor inaccuracy. Here, the process noise wk and measurement noise vk are
















where E[· · · ] is the mathematical expectation operator,  pq is the Kronecker delta,
and Q,R, S are process and measurement noise auto/cross-covariance matrices.
The sequences wk and vk are assumed statistically independent of each other. In
practice, the input vector uk is not measured, and only the response of a structure
is measured, so it is impossible to distinguish uk from the process noise wk and
the measurement noise vk. By implicitly modelling uk with the noise terms wk,
vk, the discrete-time stochastic state space model can be represented as:
xk+1 = Axk + wk




Here the noise terms wk, vk still follow the white noise assumption. One drawback
of the stochastic state space model is that if the input contains some dominant
frequency components except for the white noise, these frequency components
will appear as poles of the state matrix A.
Estimation of state matrices Based on Eq. 7.3, there are several techniques
that can be used for system identification through ambient measurements. The
technique employed in this chapter is called data-driven stochastic subspace iden-
tification. All the output measurements are organized in a block Hankel matrix
H 2 R2li⇥j with 2i block rows and j columns (each data point in the measurement
is viewed as one column). Every block consists of l rows. For statistical reasons, it
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is the scaled factor, Yp stands for the past output matrix, Yf represents
the future output matrix. The key element of the data-driven SSI is the projection
of the row space of the future outputs into the row space of the past outputs.










where (·)† represents the pseudo-inverse of a matrix.
The projection Pi can be factorised as:
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(7.6)
where  i is the observability matrix, and X0 represents the Kalman filter state
sequence at time lag zero. With the help of the singular value decomposition















The order n of the system can be determined by neglecting the smaller singular
values in S2, and the observability matrix  i and Kalman filter state sequence X0
















where ˆ i1 denotes ˆ i without the last l rows, ˆ i2 represents ˆ i without the first l
rows, and ˆ li stands for the first l rows of ˆ i.
Modal parameters The modal parameters are derived from the system pa-
rameter matrices A and C:



























Figure 7.5: The stabilization diagram - The stabilization diagram is obtained
by setting the stable criteria as 5% for natural frequencies and MAC, in which the
stars represent stable physical poles, and the circles represent the spurious poles;
the background spectrum is derived from the PP method.
where  is the matrix of eigenvectors, µi are the discrete time poles,  i = ln(µi) T
are the continuous poles, fi are the natural frequencies, ⇠i are the damping ratios,
and   is the mode shape matrix.
7.3.2.2 The Stabilization Diagram
It is assumed that all the input forces of the SSI procedure are white noise and
the length of the recording is infinite. In practice, the measurements used for
SSI are limited, and usually contain some other dominant frequency components.
As shown in Eq. 7.5, the order of the system is obtained by ignoring the smaller
singular values, which is usually higher than the actual system order. All of
these factors may introduce spurious, numerical poles to the system. To address
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Figure 7.6: The stabilization diagram - The stabilization diagram is obtained
by setting the stable criteria as 5% for natural frequencies and MAC, and 50% for
damping ratios, in which the stars represent stable physical poles, and the circles
represent the spurious poles; the background spectrum is derived from the PP
method.
the physical and the spurious, numerical poles, the stability diagram [130] is
introduced. The basic idea of the stabilization diagram is to iterate the system
order n from a lower value to the maximum order. It is assumed that the lowest
order is unstable, so the modal parameters of the current order are compared with
those of one order lower. If the differences are under user-defined limits, then this













where k > 1 denotes the modal order, f is the frequency, ⇠ is the damping ratio,
limf is the frequency limit, lim⇠ is the limit for the damping, limMAC is the limit
for the modal assurance criterion (MAC). The MAC value ranges from 0 to 1,
where 0 means that there is no similarity between the compared mode shapes,
and 1 means these two mode shapes are consistent. The MAC can be defined
as:









7.3.2.3 Experimental Settings on InfraWatch Dataset
To employ the SSI method for modal analysis, we select a dataset derived from 12
vibration sensors in the sensor network. The sensors are located at three cross-
section of four different girders, which are equally spaced in both longitudinal
and transversal directions.
The first activity to extract modal parameters from measurements with the SSI
method, is creating a Hankel matrix with 24 block rows (30 rows per block), and
3,377 columns. One key parameter for SSI is the order of the system. Because of
operational noise, it is impossible to obtain the system order precisely from the
singular value of the Hankel matrix projection. If the system order is estimated
with a lower value, some physical poles will be missed. Otherwise, spurious
numerical poles may appear. The stabilization diagram is useful to separate
physical poles from spurious numerical poles. In the stabilization diagram, the
system order is tested from a minimal order 2 to a maximum order of 30. The
physical poles are represented as stars and spurious poles are represented as
circles. We assume the initial status of each pole is unstable, e.g, the two poles
of mode order 2 are represented as circles.
The stable criteria are set as 5% for natural frequencies, and 5% for MAC. In prac-
tice, the damping ratios are difficult to be estimated accurately [131]. Shown in
Fig. 7.5, the stabilization diagram is obtained by just employing natural frequen-
cies and MAC stable criteria. The stabilization diagram in Fig. 7.6 is obtained
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Table 7.3: Modal Parameters.
Mode Mode shape Frequency (SSI) Frequency (PP) Relative error
1 Bending 2.51 Hz 2.61 Hz 4.0%
2 Torsional 2.81 Hz 2.90 Hz 3.2%
3 Bending & Torsional 5.74 Hz 5.75 Hz 0.2%
4 Bending 10.09 Hz – –
5 Torsional 11.47 Hz 11.41 Hz  0.5%
6 Bending & Torsional 11.99 Hz – –
by setting damping ratio criterion to a higher value (50%). Even when the stable
criterion for damping ratios is much higher than that of natural frequencies and
MAC, there is still one mode (around 2.51 Hz), that can be clearly observed from
the background spectrum (derived from the PP method to one of the selected
12 vibration signals), is mistaken as a spurious mode. In this experiment, we
exclude the damping ratio criterion from the stable criteria.
7.3.2.4 The Results of the SSI Method
The results of SSI method includes: natural frequencies, mode shapes and damp-
ing shapes. As illustrated in the stabilization diagram Fig. 7.6, damping ratios
obtained with the SSI method are unreliable, so we won’t further discuss them in
this chapter. The results of the first two parameters are listed as follows:
Natural frequency We make a comparison between the modes obtained with
the SSI method and the PP method, shown as Table 7.3. From both the table and
the stabilization diagrams, we notice that there is a high coherence between the
peaks in the spectrum and physical poles obtained with the SSI method. However,
with the SSI method, we can obtain more poles, e.g, the modes around 10 Hz
and 12 Hz, which are absent in the PP method, and there are some small peaks
in the spectrum that are identified as spurious modes, e.g, the modes between
0.7 Hz and 1 Hz.
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Figure 7.7: The first and the second mode shapes - The left picture shows
the mode shape of the first mode, which is the first bending mode. The right picture
shows the mode shape of the second mode, which is the first torsional mode.
Compared with the modes in Table 7.2, Table 7.3 has fewer modes. This is
because not all the modes of a bridge can be excited by a single traffic event at
the same time. The modes in the former table are derived from 149 truck events,
and the results in the latter table are derived from a single truck event.
Mode Shapes Fig. 7.7 to Fig. 7.9 show the first six mode shapes derived from
the SSI method. Because the sensor network just covers half of the bridge span,
the mode shapes of the unmeasured half span are modelled using the existing
measurements and structural knowledge.
7.4 The Influence of Environmental Factors
As mentioned in Section 7.1, modal parameters are not only sensitive to struc-
tural damage and degradation, but also to varying operational and environmental
loadings, which include traffic, wind, humidity and temperature. In this section,
we will look into the influence of temperature and vehicle mass on one of the
most important modal parameters: natural frequencies.
If we simply take the bridge as a Euler-Bernoulli beam, the vehicle and bridge
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Figure 7.8: The third and the fourth mode shapes - The left picture shows
the mode shape of the third mode, which is the first mixed mode, derived from the
combination of bending and torsional behaviour. The right picture shows the mode
shape of the fourth mode, which is the second bending mode.
Figure 7.9: The fifth and the sixth mode shapes - The left picture shows
the mode shape of the fifth mode, which is the second torsional mode. The right
picture shows the mode shape of the sixth mode, which is the second mixed mode,
composed of bending and torsional behaviour.
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Figure 7.10: Natural frequencies and temperature - This picture illustrates
a scatter plot between natural frequencies and temperature, in which natural fre-
quencies derived from free vibration periods of 983 truck events; the data covers a
period of more than two years, with a temperature range of 40  C.
interaction system [132] can be modelled as a damped parallel spring mass system,








where k represents for the stiffness of the bridge, m represents the total mass
on the bridge. According to Peeter et al. [50], the temperature may have an
impact on the boundary conditions and the Young’s modulus of the material of
which the structure consists. The variation of temperature will cause changes
in the stiffness k of the bridge, and vehicles on the bridge will add to the mass
m. All these changes can be detected from the measurements collected from the
bridge.
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The dataset employed in this section covers a big time scale, ranging from January,
2009 to September, 2011. We select 5 minutes (100 Hz) at 1:00 AM from each day,
and extract truck events with long free vibration periods. Following the procedure
mentioned in Section 7.2, we obtain 983 truck events with free vibration periods
longer than 1,024 data points (10.24 seconds). The method employed for modal
analysis is the PP method, because of its simplicity and high coherence with the
advanced SSI method.
7.4.1 The Influence of Temperature
To look into the influence of temperature on natural frequencies, we employ the
free vibration periods of the selected 983 truck events. During the free vibration
period, the bridge has already been excited by the vehicle, but the weight of
the truck no longer influences the total bridge mass, so it helps to separate the
influence of temperature from the influences of other factors.
We choose a free vibration period of 2,048 data points (slightly over 20 seconds
long) from each truck event collected with a vibration sensor, and apply the PP
method for modal analysis. The temperature of the bridge is estimated by the
average value of one of the temperature sensors during the free vibration period.
Shown as Fig. 7.10, the temperature of our selected truck events ranges from
 8  C to 32  C, and there are clearly several modes within the first 20 Hz. By
zooming in the scatter plot, we find out that the mode between 2 and 5 Hz is
actually composed of two modes, so there are 7 modes visible in the scatter plot.
Generally speaking, the natural frequencies decrease with increasing temperature,
but the influence of temperature on different modes is not equal. To look into
the influence of temperature in detail, we fit each mode separately with a linear
regression model, shown as Fig. 7.12 to Fig. 7.181. The linear model can be
represented as:
f = a · t+ b (7.14)
1Note that the detailed plots of the modes show a discrete behavior along the Y-axis. This
is caused by the resolution of the spectrum resulting from the FFT operation. With an input
consisting of 2,048 measurements, the distance between frequency bins is 0.0488 Hz.
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Table 7.4: The coefficients of linear regression models between temperature and
natural frequencies.
Mode a b norm r
1  5.551 · 10 4 2.678 9.188 · 10 4 0.188
2  1.731 · 10 3 2.901 8.550 · 10 4 0.501
3  2.852 · 10 3 5.651 8.069 · 10 4 0.736
4  7.587 · 10 3 11.305 1.420 · 10 3 0.859
5  1.741 · 10 2 15.387 3.692 · 10 3 0.868
6  1.732 · 10 2 16.838 3.722 · 10 3 0.907
7  9.277 · 10 3 18.676 2.201 · 10 3 0.868
in which a and b are coefficients, t stands for input (temperature), and f stands
for the predicted frequency. The goodness of fit is measured by the norm of
residuals as well as the correlation coefficient r. We give the definition of norm








in which di stands for the difference between the ith predicted value and the ith ac-
tual value. The coefficients of each linear regression model are listed in Table 7.4,
and a scatter plot between coefficients a and b is illustrated in Fig. 7.11.
From these linear regression models, we can draw the following conclusions:
• All the natural frequencies decrease with increasing temperature.
• Different modes have different sensitivity to temperature.
• High-frequency modes are more sensitive to temperature than low-frequency
mode, except for the last two modes.
7.4.2 The Influence of Traffic Events
For short periods, the stiffness of the bridge can be assumed constant, and the
only factor influencing the natural frequencies is the mass of traffic. We assume
that when a truck is on the bridge, the mass of the bridge increases, and the
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Figure 7.11: Coefficients of linear models - The Y-axis stands for the first
coefficient (a) of the linear model; the X-axis stands for the second coefficient (b)
of the linear model





















y = − 0.0005551*x + 2.678
Figure 7.12: The linear modal between the first mode and temperature -
The coefficients indicate that the first mode is practically insensitive to temperature.
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y = − 0.001731*x + 2.901
Figure 7.13: The linear modal between the second mode and temper-
ature - The coefficients indicate that the second mode is more sensitive to the
temperature than the first mode.






















y = − 0.002852*x + 5.651
Figure 7.14: The linear modal between the third mode and temperature
- The coefficients indicate that the third mode is more sensitive to the temperature
than the first two modes.
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y = − 0.007587*x + 11.31
Figure 7.15: The linear modal between the fourth mode and temperature
- The coefficients indicate that the fourth mode is more sensitive to the temperature
than the first three modes.
























y = − 0.01741*x + 15.39
Figure 7.16: The linear modal between the fifth mode and temperature
- The coefficients indicate that the fifth mode is more sensitive to the temperature
than the first four modes.
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y = − 0.01732*x + 16.84
Figure 7.17: The linear modal between the sixth mode and temperature
- The coefficients indicate that the sixth mode is less sensitive to the temperature
than the fifth mode, but more sensitive than the first four modes.


















y = − 0.009277*x + 18.68
Figure 7.18: The linear modal between the seventh mode and temper-
ature - The coefficients indicate that the seventh mode is more sensitive to the
temperature than the first four modes, but less sensitive to the fifth and sixth
modes.
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y = 1*x − 0.04
Figure 7.19: The influence of mass on all modes - This picture illustrates a
scatter plot of natural frequencies obtained with trucks on the bridge and during
free vibration periods.
natural frequencies should decrease. To verify the assumption, we apply DFT
to the periods when trucks are on the bridge and the periods of free vibration
respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 7.19, generally speaking, natural frequencies
obtained with vehicles on the bridge are less than those obtained from free vibra-
tion periods. To look into the influence of traffic mass on each mode, we make
a statistical analysis, shown as Table 7.5. In this table, ffree=mass indicates that
the frequency obtained during free vibration period is equal to the frequency ob-
tained with a vehicle on the bridge; ffree>mass indicates that the former frequency
is bigger than the latter frequency; ffree<mass indicates that the former frequency
is smaller than the latter frequency.
The statistical results in Table 7.5 meet well with the linear function illustrated
in Fig. 7.19, while the table reveals more details:
• In all the modes, most frequencies obtained with vehicles on the bridge are
equal to frequencies obtained with free vibration periods.
• The numbers in columns 3 and 4 indicate that the mass of vehicles influences
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Table 7.5: The statistical analysis of the influence of mass on each mode.
Modes ffree=mass ffree>mass ffree<mass
1 106 58 34
2 407 327 30
3 467 110 102
4 571 261 40
5 433 190 155
6 300 196 120
7 306 128 104
the frequencies of all the modes, some of which are positive (ffree>mass), and
some of which are negative (ffree<mass), and the positive numbers are bigger
than the negative numbers.
• The positive numbers in mode 2 and 4 are bigger than the negative numbers,
which indicates that these two modes are more sensitive to traffic mass.






In this thesis, we have applied data mining techniques to the SHM domain, more
precisely, to a highway bridge under normal in-service conditions. Long-term
changes in the system can be analysed through a bridge’s dynamic response,
variables of which are known as modal parameters: natural frequencies, damp-
ing ratios and mode shapes. In reality, modal parameters are not only sensitive
to structural damage and degradation, but also to varying operational and en-
vironmental conditions, such as traffic, sunshine, wind and most importantly,
temperature. Understanding the performance of the bridge, and investigating
the influences of operational and environmental variables, are two tasks we have
discussed in this thesis.
We explore the nature of the bridge through measurements collected with a sensor
network installed on the bridge, which consists of three types of sensor: strain,
vibration and temperature sensors. The signals collected by strain sensors are
sensitive to traffic loadings (including normal traffic events and traffic jams), as
well as temperature changes and various types of noise. Individual vehicles are
represented as peaks (with various durations and amplitudes), and traffic jams
are represented as sharp baseline jumps, which last much longer than normal
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traffic peaks. Temperature changes cause a gradual baseline drift, which is a low-
frequency effect. Finally, noise is any high-frequency component, which appears
as small fluctuations in strain signals. The vibration signals are sensitive to noise
and normal traffic events, but not sensitive to low-frequency components, such as
environmental changes and traffic jams. Temperature is a low-frequency signal,
which is just sensitive to local temperature changes, with some level of delay to
environmental temperature, in the order of several hours.
In the end, all sensors are attached to the same bridge, and respond to dynamics
occurring on the bridge, so there must be some kinds of dependencies among the
various sensors. To look into the dependency between each sensor type pair, we
employ datasets of different scales, and analyse them in both the time and the
frequency domains. In the time domain,
• The dependency between strain and temperature sensors is strong at a large
scale, but is weak at a small scale; temperature is not affected by traffic
loadings on the bridge.
• The dependency between strain and vibration sensors is weak at both large
and small scales, because the former are not only sensitive to traffic events,
but also to temperature, and the latter are just sensitive to traffic events;
what’s more, the responses of these two types of sensors to traffic events
are different.
• The dependency between vibration and temperature sensor types is fairly
weak at both big and small scales.
In the frequency domain,
• The dependency between the strain and temperature sensor types is weak
at a small scale. At a large scale, due to the daily and seasonal fluctuations,
the low components of strain spectrum correlates with that of temperature
spectrum.
• When the bridge is excited by traffic events, some spectral components in
the strain and vibration spectra are highly correlated.
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• the dependency between the vibration and temperature sensor types is the
same as that in the time domain.
Having a big picture about dependencies among sensor types in both the time and
the frequency domains at various scales, we analysed the dependency between the
strain sensor type and the temperature sensor type in the time frequency at a
big scale, and employed an exponential decay model to overcome delays caused
by concrete properties. We analysed the dependency between the strain sensor
type and the vibration sensor type in the frequency domain at a small scale,
and applied bandpass filters to the spectra. We observed that the dependency
between vibration and temperature sensors is fairly weak in both the time and
the frequency domains at any scales, so we first conducted modal analysis on
vibration signals, and then associate natural frequencies with temperature.
In the sensor network, there are 145 sensors of different properties (sensor type,
location, orientation), and the level of correlation between different sensors ap-
pears to depend on these properties. To further look into the dependencies in
detail, we employed Subgroup Discovery techniques to analyse correlations of all
sensor pairs of different types, and obtained a number of interesting patterns
(rules).
As mentioned above, temperature has a strong influence on strain signals. To
separate the influence of temperature from other effects, we proposed a baseline
correction method (the most-crossing method), which is based on the probability
density function. Within a sliding window, we assume the baseline is a constant
value, and divide data points into two categories: noise and peaks. The PDF
of the noise category is different from that of peaks. We take the peak value
of the former PDF as baseline, and model adjacent sliding windows with linear
interpolation. The most-crossing method is not only capable of catching baseline
drift in our strain signals, but also works well on other kinds of datasets.
In the entire thesis, traffic events play a crucial rule. We propose two supervised
methods to identify traffic events: one of which is a classification method based on
video labels, as described in Section 7.2.2. The other one is a predefined pattern
detection method based on template, landmarks and constraints, as proposed in
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Chapter 6. The former method is precise, but requires a lot of effort to manually
label traffic events from video; the latter method is based on prior knowledge
and the MDL principle, which is fast, and of satisfactory precision. In Chapter
7, we employed the first method to illustrate the procedure of data selection and
modal parameter extraction. To look into the influence of environmental factors,
we needed to process a huge amount of datasets, so the second method is chosen
for traffic event identification for this purpose.
There are a number of modal analysis methods to extract modal parameters,
such as the PP method and the SSI method. We employed the SSI method to
extract natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping ratios, and verified that
the natural frequencies obtained with the SSI method are correlated well with
those obtained with the PP method. Because the PP method is simple and of
acceptable accuracy, we employed it to extract natural frequencies from datasets
selected from more than two years’ measurements, and associated them with
temperature. Generally speaking, natural frequencies decrease when tempera-
ture increases. We looked into the relationship between temperature and natural
frequencies mode by mode, and found that high-frequency modes are more sensi-
tive to temperature than low-frequency modes. We also analysed the influence of
vehicle mass on natural frequencies, and found that natural frequencies are less
sensitive to traffic mass.
8.2 Discussion
As mentioned in Chapter 1, this thesis focuses on Part 2 and Part 3 of the
SHM process. In this section, we will discuss some topics related to Part 1:
Operational Evaluation. The first topic we want to discuss is whether the sensor
network is the best solution for structural health monitoring. To answer this
question, we should compare it with some other solutions. In the literature,
there is some research utilising radar systems, which are flexible and capable of
catching the (absolute) displacements accurately. However, the radar systems are
more suitable for short-term measurements than long-term tasks. In long-term
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SHM, we are usually interested in more factors related to the bridge than just
displacements. The sensor network composed of multiple sensor types is more
informative, which is usually preferred for long-term measurements.
The second topic relates to the optimal number and distribution of sensors within
a sensor network. In a sensor network, if we employ too few sensors, the mea-
surements are not enough to catch the performance of the bridge; however, if we
employ too many sensors, there will be a lot of redundant measurements, which
increases the burden of data-storage. Another factor related to the number of
sensors is the distribution of sensors. Given a bridge, not every location on it is
of the same importance. There are some points that are sensitive to loads, while
some points are not. Understanding the structural properties of the bridge helps
us determine the distribution of sensors, and then figure out the optimal number
of sensors.
In our sensor network, there is considerable redundancy, and the sensor distribu-
tion can also be improved. As introduced in Chapter 3, the sensors in the sensor
network are distributed along three cross-sections of the last half part of a single
span. The number of sensors within each cross-section is also different, one of
which covers 78.6% of all sensors. The improved sensor network should at least
cover the whole span (to improve modal analysis), and the sensor number within
each cross-section should be approximately equal.
8.3 Future work
In the future, we try to improve our work in the following directions:
Minimal sensor network We will build a minimal sensor network model. To
monitor the health of a bridge, it is necessary to employ a number of sensors.
However, it is not true that the more sensors there are, the better for an SHM
system. To figure out the optimal sensor number (minimal sensor network), we
have explored the dependencies among multiple sensor types in Chapter 4. In




Automatic baseline correction method In Chapter 5, we have proposed a baseline
correction method, the most-crossing method. One of the important parameters
in the method is the size of the sliding window. In the method, we empirically
select a parameter as the size of the sliding window. In the future, we will
introduce the MDL principle to the most-crossing method to select the optimal
window size. We suppose that the optimal window size will lead to the minimal
MDL score.
Multiple-scale pattern detection In Chapter 5, we focus on catching the trend
(baseline) hidden in the time series. The baseline can be viewed as a large-scale
pattern. In Chapter 6, we pay more attention to extract the predefined patterns,
which are usually of small scale. In the future, we will develop a method to
identify patterns of multiple scales, by combining the most-crossing method with
the predefined pattern detection method. We suppose that the MDL scores of
patterns of the same scale follow similar density distributions, and the critical
points between adjacent MDL-score distributions can be taken as thresholds of
multi-scale patterns.
More accurate modal analysis results In Chapter 7, we employed a number of
datasets for modal analysis. The experimental results indicate that the temper-
ature has a clear influence on natural frequencies, and the influence of mass on
natural frequencies is obscure. To look into the environmental influence on modal
parameters in more detail, we will employ more datasets for modal analysis, and
instead of just considering the environmental influence on natural frequencies, we
will also take mode shapes and damping ratios into account.
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Door ontwikkelingen in meet- en dataverwerkingstechnieken wordt in verschil-
lende domeinen het monitoren van een fysiek systeem door middel van een sensor-
netwerk een realistische optie. Deze monitoringsystemen worden Structural He-
alth Monitoring (SHM) systemen genoemd (Constructieve Gezondheid Meetsys-
temen). De definitie van SHM is het implementeren van een schade-detectiesysteem
en het kwalificeren van technische constructies, waarbij het verzamelen van data,
het extraheren van schadegevoelige kenmerken en statistische analyse zijn inbegre-
pen. Omdat de meeste SHM processen kunnen worden verwerkt met technieken
uit het Data-Mining-domein, heb ik in dit onderzoek deze twee onderzoeksgebie-
den gecombineerd.
Het monitoringssysteem dat is gebruikt in dit onderzoek is een sensornetwerk
dat is geïnstalleerd op een Nederlandse snelwegbrug, die als doelstelling heeft
om de dynamische gezondheidsaspecten van de brug en de degradatie over lange
duur te monitoren. Deze doelstelling kan niet eenvoudig worden afgeleid van de
meetresultaten omdat naast de verkeersimpact het sensornetwerk ook gevoelig
is voor variabele omgevingsfactoren zoals vocht, wind en in belangrijke mate
temperatuur.
Ik heb op verschillende schalen de specifieke eigenschappen van elke sensor en de
afhankelijkheden tussen de sensoren onderzocht. De hieruit verworven resultaten
leveren een goed inzicht in het sensornetwerk en helpen de sensoren te selecteren
die het meest gevoelig zijn voor de belasting voor modale analyses.
De verzamelde meetresultaten van een gegeven sensor zijn niet altijd direct bruik-
baar. Gedurende een verkeersvrije periode zullen de sensoren voornamelijk ruis
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waarnemen, terwijl de grote hoeveelheid voertuigen tijdens de spits resulteren in
meetgegevens die te gecompliceerd zijn voor modale analyse. Om een goede da-
taset te genereren, heb ik free vibration (vrije trilling) periodes gebruikt waarbij
de trilling is veroorzaakt door afzonderlijke vrachtwagens.
In de meetresultaten kan een verkeersgebeurtenis worden gezien als een patroon,
waardoor een gebeurtenis kan worden behandeld als een patroon-detectieprobleem.
Gebaseerd op landmarks (kenmerken) en beperkingen hiertussen heb ik een nieuwe
detectiemethode voor voorgedefinieerde patronen ontwikkeld.
Om de reactie op de temperatuur van de rest te onderscheiden, heb ik een ba-
sis correctie methode, de most-crossing methode ontwikkeld. Deze methode is
gebaseerd op de kansdichtheidfunctie (Probability Density Function, PDF). In
combinatie met het Minimum Description Length (MDL) principe kan deze me-
thode worden gebruikt om nuttige patronen te detecteren, in potentie op meerdere
tijdsschalen.
Op basis van de verworven datasets van hoge kwaliteit heb ik modale analyses uit-
gevoerd met de eenvoudige piekselectie (Peak-Picking) methode en de uitgebreide
Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) methode. De resultaten van beide me-
thoden komen goed overeen. De invloed van temperatuur en gewicht van verkeer
op de eigenfrequenties is geanalyseerd, waaruit blijkt dat de eigenfrequenties da-




With the development of sensing and data processing techniques, monitoring
physical systems in the field with a sensor network is becoming a feasible option
for many domains. Such monitoring systems are referred to as Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM) systems. By definition, SHM is the process of implementing a
damage detection and characterisation strategy for engineering structures, which
involves data collection, damage-sensitive feature extraction and statistical anal-
ysis. Most of the SHM process can be addressed by techniques from the Data
Mining domain, so I conduct this research by combining these two fields.
The monitoring system employed in this research is a sensor network installed on
a Dutch highway bridge, which aims to monitor dynamic health aspects of the
bridge and its long-term degradation. Meeting these requirements is non-trivial,
because the measurements collected with the sensor network are not only sensitive
to traffic events, but also to varying environmental loadings, such as humidity,
wind and most importantly, temperature.
I have explored the specific focus of each sensor type under multiple scales, and
analysed the dependencies between sensor types. The obtained results have pro-
vided us with a thorough understanding of the sensor network, and helped us
select the sensors that are sensitive to positive loads for modal analysis.
The measurements collected with a selected sensor are not always directly useful.
During traffic-free time, the bridge is not excited, and the sensor just collects
random noise, while during rush hour, the bridge is excited by multiple traffic
events, which makes the measurements too complicated for modal analysis. To
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obtain high-quality datasets, I have proposed to employ free-vibration periods,
which are generated by single truck events.
In the measurements, a traffic event can be viewed as a pattern, so that the
traffic event identification task can be addressed as a pattern detection problem.
Based on landmarks and constraints, I have proposed a novel predefined pattern
detection method.
To separate the temperature response from others, I have proposed a baseline
correction method, the most-crossing method, which is based on the Probability
Density Function (PDF). Combined with the principle of Minimum Description
Length (MDL), the method can be used to detect useful patterns, potentially at
multiple scales.
Based on the obtained high-quality datasets, I have conducted modal analysis
with both the simple Peak-Picking method and the advanced Stochastic Sub-
space Identification method. The results of these two methods meet well. I have
analysed the influence of temperature and traffic mass on natural frequencies,
and verified that natural frequencies decrease with temperature increases, but
the influence of traffic mass is not as obvious as that of temperature.
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